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2.1 Overview of emotach BT services

1 Preface
The aim of this document is to provide the reader with an overview of the various BT
services and to allow him or her to use the emotach's BT services.
The descriptions of interfaces provided should allow suppliers of extra devices and
application developers to develop their own applications in order to use the BT services.
What is known as a development kit can be requested from the Directorate General of
Customs to assist with development work.
Document structure:
Chapter 2 provides a brief overview of the various services and interfaces and how they are
used.
The interfaces are described in detail in chapters 3 and 4.
Chapter 5 describes the development kit.
References and a list of abbreviations can be found in chapter 7.
Please note that technical modifications may be made to the system at any time and may
not yet be included in this development kit. No responsibility is therefore taken for the
correctness of any details.
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2 Description of system
2.1

Overview of emotach BT services
The diagram provides an overview of the interfaces and communication protocols of the

Client/server architecture for exchanging images without the use of

emotach and emotachDirect, which are needed to use the emotach BT services.
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Fig. 1 – Overview of emotach Bluetooth services

The following services are available:
Declaration by mobile phone: exchanging declaration data by mobile phone
This service permits the synchronous transfer of declaration data between the emotach and
emotachDirect by mobile phone. A standard mobile phone is used as the Bluetooth modem
and the emotach can use this to establish a direct FTP connection to the emotachDirect
(interface 3).
This service is typically suited to vehicles used in different locations or vehicles located
abroad because it means that chip cards no longer have to be forwarded for the
declaration.
The requirements of the mobile phone are described in 3.1. A list of compatible mobile
phones is available on the website http://www.emotach.ch/bt-services.
Development work is not required in order to use this service.
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►

Image transfer: exchanging declaration data via an indirect connection.
This service permits the asynchronous transfer of data between the emotach and
emotachDirect.
In order to use this service, an application which serves as a gateway between the
emotach and emotachDirect has to be developed and the gateway has to be installed
on a computer within (or in the close proximity of) the vehicle.
This service is typically suited to integration in a fleet management system. With this
service the gateway and emotach communicate via Bluetooth using the OBEX-FTP
protocol (interface 2). For communication with emotachDirect, the gateway uses the
web service on the emotachDirect image server (interface 1). The interfaces needed to
use this service are described in 4.1.1.1 and 4.2.
This service is described in more detail in chapter 3.2.
Alternatively, the interface 2 can be solved via chipcards. More information how to read
and write HVF chip cards are described in chapter 4.3.

►

NMEA data streaming: periodic output of GPS data.
NMEA data streaming enables the vehicle owner to use GPS data from emotach for his
or her fleet management system in the vehicle.
When NMEA data streaming is active, messages are periodically output via the
emotach's Bluetooth interface (5).
The interface required to use this service is described in 4.1.1.2. Basically the following
information is provided:
GPS position data with time, date, speed, accuracy
This service and the protocols used are standardised and can be used in combination
with standard devices (e.g. navigation system, notebook etc) and standard software
tools (e.g. card material). No development work is required in order to use this service.

►

HVF additional benefits protocol: periodic output of HVF data.
The additional benefits protocol enables the vehicle owner to use data from emotach
for his or her fleet management system in the vehicle. As well as containing GPS
position data, the HVF additional benefits protocol also features other HVF-specific
data.
When the additional benefits protocol is active, messages are output periodically via the
emotach Bluetooth interface (4). The interface needed to use this service is described
in 4.1.1.3.
Basically the following information is provided:
Recording status and consolidated data
Data from a trailer possibly declared
GPS position data with time, date, speed
emotach device status
The vehicle owner must undertake extra development work to use this service.
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3 Descriptions of services
3.1

Declaration by mobile phone
Bluetooth and GPRS/UMTS serve as the transfer medium for communicating by FTP. The
emotachDirect communication network is extended to the emotach using this
communication architecture.
The connection to the emotachDirect software is established via a GPRS/UMTS service
provider using the Internet.

3.1.1

Process
The communication process is described in the following three points. You can see the
communication process at the various protocol levels in the following diagram.
1.

Bluetooth connection between emotach and mobile phone.

2.

GPRS connection via Bluetooth DUN profile (Dial-Up Networking profile) to an Internet
service provider. The connection parameters needed for the GPRS connection (APN,
user name, password) are transferred to the mobile phone using AT commands.

3.

FTP connection via TCP/IP between emotach and image server

Fig. 2 – Network topology and connection levels
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3.2 Image transfer

3.2

Image transfer
Communication between the emotach and a communication partner takes the form of job
images (general data image), after which the emotach produces a response message
(message image) depending on the job. These images are in a special HVF data format.
The following jobs are needed in connection with this service:
►

Declaration:
to read out the emotach's declaration and status data. In a valid case the emotach
produces a declaration message with log entries and an emotach status message.

►

Temporarily set BT configuration:
temporarily sets the BT configuration for the period during which the card is plugged in
the emotach and starts a BT service.

►

Set BT configuration:
permanently sets the BT configuration for a service until this setup is changed again.
The service can then also be started manually.

3.2.1

Overview

Fig. 3 – Complete overview

The vehicle owner can develop an application to transfer declaration jobs and messages
between the emotach and emotachDirect database.
With the emotach, data is transferred using Bluetooth. The Bluetooth interface is described
in chapter 4.1.1.1.
Data is transferred to the emotachDirect using a web service interface (SOAP / https). This
interface allows declaration job images to be obtained and declaration message images to
be stored in the emotachDirect database.
The emotachDirect web service is integrated in IIS as "ISAPI Extension" and runs on the
emotachDirect image server.
The data (images), which are exchanged between the customer application and web
service, are stored temporarily in data storage on the image server. This data is regularly
synchronised with the emotachDirect database by the declaration service (part of the
emotachDirect software).
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The diagram below shows communication at protocol level. You can see that the software
to be developed appears as a client for both communication partners.

Fig. 4 – Image transfer protocol stack

3.2.2

Process of communication between the emotach and
emotachDirect image server
During electronic communication between the image server and emotach, both act as
servers, in other words they never initiate communication themselves. Communication
takes place via the customer application which assumes the role of client for both sides.
The application must ensure that it obtains each new declaration job from the image server
so that the transfer of data from the Directorate General of Customs server to the emotach
is not interrupted.
The process is as follows:
•

The customer application calls up the GetEmptyImage web service from the
image server to obtain the declaration job as an image for the vehicle in question.
This service is technically described in point 4.2.

•

The customer application now sends the image received to the emotach via
Bluetooth.
This interface is technically described in point 4.1.

•

The emotach processes the declaration job.

•

The customer application now obtains the image from the emotach via Bluetooth.
This interface is technically described in point 4.1.

•

The customer application calls up the PutDeklImage web service to send the
declaration message to the image server as an image. The declaration message
is stored on the FTP server by the web service. (This location is defined by the
FTP server installation, by default it is
C:\copssh\home\<FTP user name>\WebService.)
This service is technically described in point 4.2.
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3.2 Image transfer
This sequence diagram shows the process graphically:

Sequence diagram for exchanging images via the customer application

Using this process, the customer application has now obtained the declaration job from the
emotachDirect image server and had it processed by the emotach. The application has then
sent the result (the declaration message) back to the emotachDirect image server.
All that is now needed for the complete electronic declaration is message processing by
emotachDirect.

3.2.3

Electronic declaration with the Directorate General of Customs
server
The declaration service now periodically copies the declaration message received from the
image server's data storage to the database.
Depending on application configuration, the database is searched for new declaration
messages either when starting the emotachDirect and/or after a particular time ([2] section
3.3).
If there are now new declaration messages, the emotachDirect informs the vehicle owner of
this ([1] section 4.3.5). A view of all declaration messages which have not yet been
processed is displayed and the owner can process these in a stack or individually. The
declaration messages are assigned to the declaration periods of the corresponding
vehicles.
Finally the vehicle owner calls up the "Deklarationsmeldungen übermitteln" (Transmit
declaration messages) function on the emotachDirect ([1] section 4.3.3), which calls up the
following Directorate General of Customs web services:
•

send declaration messages which haven't yet been sent
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•

check processing status of vehicles' declaration periods

•

check whether there are any newer declaration jobs and obtain these if necessary.

The various statuses are then tracked in the emotachDirect. The results are recorded in the
transmission protocol in the emotachDirect.

3.3

NMEA streaming
The emotach also allows users to activate the option of outputting GPS data via NMEA0183 data records GPRMC and GPGSA. The GPS data can be used by external devices
which have been successfully connected to the emotach via the BT interface and which
support the NMEA-0183 data records GPRMC and GPGSA. The emotach supports NMEA
0183 data records according to Version 2.3 of the NMEA-0183 Standard.
The data records are transferred as ASCII text.
More information about the NMEA Standard can be obtained from www.nmea.org.
The emotach provides an SPP server for NMEA streaming. This server uses the standard
UUID defined for SPP as the ServiceClassID so that navigation systems can access it.
In terms of protocols, this has the following structure:

Fig. 5 – Profile stack of SPP protocol.

The SPP protocol is based on the RFCOMM protocol and is a serial interface.
The interface specification is described in chapter 4.1.1.2.

3.4

HVF additional benefits protocol
The HVF additional benefits protocol is a protocol developed especially for the HVF system.
During development, the protocol was defined such that it functions like NMEA streaming.
Only the data record which is transferred is different to NMEA streaming because extra
HVF-specific data about the vehicle and the emotach declaration status are transferred in
addition to the GPS data. The data records are transferred as ASCII text.
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3.4 HVF additional benefits protocol
The emotach provides an SPP server for streaming the HVF additional benefits protocol.
This server uses the UUID defined for this additional benefits protocol as the
ServiceClassID so that an application developed in-house can access it.
The protocol is structured in the same way as with NMEA streaming.
The interface specification is described in chapter 4.1.1.3.
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4 Development documents
4.1
4.1.1

emotach Bluetooth services
Applications
The options for communication between the emotach and communication partners via
Bluetooth are defined below.
The timeouts mentioned in the applications are the most recent ones and can be changed
during operation.

4.1.1.1

Transfer of HVF data images

Fig. 6 – Communication partners for HVF data images

The data images can be transferred by BT.
The images are transferred in packages. The OBEX FTP profile (see chapter 4.1.2) is used
for this purpose.
Figure 8 shows the sequence diagram for exchanging images. The service is started on the
emotach by a chip card or via the HMI (see emotach operating instructions).
If communication via a chip card is configured, the PIN and BT address of the
communication partner (customer application) must be known. The PIN is used to
authenticate and encrypt the transfer. The BT address is needed to check whether the right
remote station is connecting with the emotach.
The PIN must be entered when configuring via HMI. Once the connection has been
established, the user must confirm the remote station's BT address via the HMI. The
confirmed BT address is then saved with the configuration.
Regardless of the type of configuration, the system must know whether the user wants the
connection to be re-established after it has been terminated. If this is the case, the service
is automatically restarted after the connection has been terminated and the emotach is
ready for a new connection.
A BT FTP server, specialised in the exchange of images, is started on the emotach. There
is a service record for this service. A separate ServiceClassID (see chapter 4.1.2.3 SDP Service Discovery Protocol) is used for this service. This allows the remote station to
connect specifically to a BT FTP server to exchange images.
Once the service has been activated on the emotach, the remote station can search for
devices and the service record for the exchange of images. It is then able to establish a
connection with the emotach. When establishing this connection, the emotach prompts the
remote station for pairing (authentication via PINs). Once the connection has been
established successfully, the emotach checks whether the communication partner has the
BT address it expected. If this is not the case, the emotach must terminate the connection
again.
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Once the connection has been successfully established, the emotach waits for the remote
station to transfer an image in the form of a file (Image_Auftrag.bin) (FTP-PUT). If the
emotach is not yet ready to receive or transmit a file, it rejects the query. The request
should then be repeated (polling). If the transfer was a success, the image is evaluated.
A file with status messages (Status_Meldung.bin) is then made available.
All image checking and processing messages are contained in this status message (see
chapter 4.1.3).
If it has not been possible for the image to be processed because it was not legible or valid,
an error message to this effect is written in the status message.
The communication partner must always obtain this status message first (FTP GET).
The status message states whether there is an image message.
If this is the case, the image message is then provided in a file (Image_Meldung.bin).
In this case the communication partner must get this file after the status message
(FTP GET).
This exchange may take place any number of times.
An available connection is not normally closed by the emotach, but by the other end which
established the connection.
The "Server Neustart" (Server restart) parameter tells the emotach whether the user wants
the connection to be re-established once it has been terminated.
The table below shows the exact process with all versions and exceptions. The table relates
to the emotach's run mode. This run mode is indicated by the activated display. There are
various situations in which this run mode is exited (to switch to sleep mode for example).
For the alternative processes, the normal step is stated in each case and then with one
point from the current step in the alternative process. An example of normal steps 2-4 with
alternative process step 3 would be as follows: 2…4.3.
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Use case name
Assumptions

Preconditions
1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Transfer of image files via Bluetooth interface
The termination condition, which determines whether the service is restarted
or not, is not satisfied if:
a) the service has been started on the chip card by the "BT-Konfiguration
temporär setzen" (Temporarily set BT configuration) image job, "ServerNeustart" (Server restart) is set and the card has not yet been obtained.
b) the service has been started via the HMI menu “Orders” or the "BTKonfiguration setzen" (Set BT configuration) image job, "Server-Neustart"
(Server restart) is set and "Kein Neustart" (No restart) has not yet been
selected on the HMI.
Precondition
Response upon infringement
The emotach is running and has
Transfer of image files via BT is not
been started up in full
started.
Vehicle is stationary (according to
Transfer of image files via BT is not
tacho).
started.
Message number 7001
If the "Image über BT nur bei
Transfer of image files via BT is not
Zündung" (Image via BT upon
started.
ignition only) private parameter (see
Error message on HMI: Message
[1] section 4.1.5) is set, the ignition
number 7000 or 7132
must be switched on.
Image communication is activated
Transfer of image files via BT is not
by job image (chip card) ("BTstarted.
Konfiguration temporär setzen"
(Either precondition 4, 5, 6 or 7 must
(Temporarily set BT configuration)).
be satisfied.)
Service, PIN, BT address of remote
station and "Server Neustart"
(Server restart) are also transferred
as parameters.
Image communication “Orders” is
Transfer of image files via BT is not
started via HMI.
started. Corresponding error
The configuration can be undertaken message is shown on display:
Message number 7139
via the HMI or using an image job.
At least the service, PIN and "Server (Either precondition 4, 5, 6 or 7 must
Neustart" (Server restart) must be
be satisfied.)
configured.
Transfer of image files via BT is not
Image communication “Declaration”
started.
is started via HMI or using BT
button. The declaration service is
Error message is shown on the
configured for the direct exchange of display (message number 7140)
image files (not for exchanges by
(Either precondition 4, 5, 6 or 7 must
mobile phone) and PIN and BT
be satisfied.)
address are configured. The
configuration can be done only with
an image job. The "Server Neustart"
(Server restart) parameter is not
configured in this case. The value is
set to FALSE.
Explanatory note: Over the menu
„Declaration“ the same service is
startet as wenn pressing the BT
button.
Image communication is activated
Transfer of image files via BT is not
by job image ("BT-Konfiguration
started.
setzen" (Set BT configuration) set
(Either precondition 4, 5, 6 or 7 must
with "Automatischer Start"
be satisfied.)
(Automatic start) parameter).
Service, PIN, BT address of remote
station, and "Server Neustart"
(Server restart) are also transferred
as parameters.
Transfer of image files is not already Transfer of image files via BT is not
started (not with other remote station started. Corresponding error
either)
message is shown on the display:
Message number 7003
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9

Image processing not active

10

No service with the same BT
address but different PIN is started
and system is waiting for a
connection to be established
Exception
Remote station does not connect to
the emotach after a certain timeout
(currently 10 minutes). Only applies
when starting communication via
HMI (incl. BT button) and starting
using "BT-Konfiguration setzen" (Set
BT configuration) job image
(precondition 5, 6 or 7).
Chip card is removed when there is
no connection. Only applies when
starting using "BT-Konfiguration
temporär setzen" (Temporarily set
BT configuration) (precondition 4)
The service is terminated via the
HMI when there is no connection.
Only applies if the exchange of
images has been activated via the
HMI menu “Orders” or using the "BTKonfiguration setzen" (Set BT
configuration) job (preconditions 5
and 7).
The service is terminated via the
HMI when there is no connection.
Only applies if the exchange of
images has been activated via the
HMI menu “Declaration” or using the
BT button (precondition 6).
Remote station not permitted
Connection terminated according to
chapter 4.1.2.2 in normal process,
step 6
Error during image check or
processing
Remote station has not requested
status messages after a certain
timeout (currently 2 minutes) or
connection is terminated according
to chapter 4.1.2.2 in normal process,
step 8 or 9.
Remote station has not requested
message image after a certain
timeout (currently 2 minutes) or
connection is terminated according
to chapter 4.1.2.2 in normal process,
step 10 or 11.
No message image generated. (No
error, just version)
The emotach exits run mode and
termination condition satisfied.
The emotach exits run mode and
termination condition is not satisfied.
Vehicle sets off (travel according to
tacho) and termination condition
satisfied.
Vehicle sets off (travel according to

Exceptions / versions
1

2

3

4

5
6

7
8

9

10
11
12
13

14
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Transfer of image files via BT is not
started. Corresponding error
message is shown on the display:
Message number 4081
Transfer of image files via BT is not
started. Corresponding error
message is shown on display:
Message number 7144
Response
See alternative process

See alternative process

See alternative process

See alternative process

See alternative process
See alternative process

See alternative process
See alternative process

See alternative process

See alternative process
See alternative process
See alternative process
See alternative process

See alternative process

4.1 emotach Bluetooth services

15

16

17

tacho) and termination condition not
satisfied.
Parameter stating that the ignition
must be switched on is set, and
ignition has been switched off and
termination condition satisfied.
Parameter stating that the ignition
must be switched on is set, and
ignition has been switched off and
termination condition not satisfied.
Irregular closing of connection by
remote station during normal
process, steps 8..11 and termination
condition is satisfied.

See alternative process

See alternative process

See alternative process

18

Irregular closing of connection by
remote station during normal
processes 8..11 and termination
condition is not satisfied.

See alternative process

19

Regular closing of connection by
remote station during normal
process, step 6 and termination
condition is satisfied

See alternative process

20

Regular closing of connection by
remote station during normal
process, step 6 and termination
condition is not satisfied

See alternative process

Normal process
1

Action
Start BT FTP server for exchanging
images (extra ServiceClassID)
Wait for incoming connection

Comment

2

3

Pairing of devices with PIN from
configuration.

4

Wait until remote station connects
with BT FTP server.

5

Check remote station's BT address.

6

FTP server waits for file
(Image_Auftrag.bin) with correct
remote station file name.

Assumption: Remote station starts
establishing connection to BT FTP
server.
Only required for first connection
between two devices or if the PIN
from the configuration no longer
matches the pairing PIN (see
chapter 4.1.2.2).
If pairing is not successful, this step
is repeated until pairing is successful
(correct authentication by correct
PIN), or the timeout (currently 10
minutes) has expired.
Assumption: Remote station has
successfully connected with BT FTP
server.
If the BT address is not configured,
the user must confirm the remote
station via the HMI and the check is
not undertaken.
If the BT configuration is configured
in full (with BT address),
confirmation is not shown.
The address check takes around
200 ms.
Assumption: Check OK
File with incorrect file name cannot
be written to FTP server.
Assumption: Remote station has
Page 19
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7
8

9

10

11
12

13
Alternative processes
(1) Remote station does not connect
to the emotach after a certain
timeout (currently 10 minutes). Only
applies when starting
communication via HMI (incl. BT
button) and starting using "BTKonfiguration setzen" (Set BT
configuration) job image
(precondition 5, 6 or 7).
Steps 2 - 4 possible during normal
process.
2...4.1
2...4.2

(2) Chip card is removed when there
is no connection. Only applies when
starting using "BT-Konfiguration
temporär setzen" (Temporarily set
BT configuration) (precondition 4)
Steps 2 - 4 possible during normal
process.
2...4.1
2....4.2

(3) The service is terminated via the
HMI when there is no connection.
Only applies if the exchange of
images has been activated via the
HMI or using the "BT-Konfiguration
setzen" (Set BT configuration) job
Steps 2 - 4 possible during normal
process.
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Image check and processing and
produce status message.
Store status message
(Status_Meldung.bin) on FTP server
and wait until this is requested by
the remote station.
Transfer file with status messages
(Status_Meldung.bin) to remote
station.
Store "Image_Meldung.bin"
message image on FTP server and
wait until this is requested by the
remote station.

Transfer "Image_Meldung.bin"
message image to remote station.
Delete the files (Image_Auftrag.bin,
Image_Meldung.bin and
Status_Meldung.bin) from the FTP
server.
Go to step 6

transferred file
Assumption: Check and processing
OK
Assumption: Remote station
requests "Status_Meldung.bin"
status message (FTP GET).
The status message must state
whether a message image has been
produced.
Only if a message image has been
produced.
Assumption: Remote station
requests "Image_Meldung.bin"
message image (FTP GET).

Steps 6 - 12 can be repeated any
number of times.

Action

Comment

Output error message on HMI.
Close BT FTP server, even if
"Server-Neustart" (Server restart)
parameter is set.
Set BT module to non-discoverable
and non-connectable.
Action

Message number 7004 or 7133
Only set BT module to nondiscoverable and non-connectable if
there are no other BT servers
running.

An error message only appears
under certain conditions.
BT FTP server is closed.
Set BT module to non-discoverable
and non-connectable.

Message number 8277

Action

Comment

Only set BT module to nonconnectable and non-discoverable if
there are no other BT servers
running.
Comment

4.1 emotach Bluetooth services
Explanatory note: If a synchronous
message is displayed cancel is only
possible using the ESC button. If a
asynchronous message is displayed
cancel is only possible via the HMI
menu „BT start/stopp“.
2...4.1
2...4.2

An error message appears under
certain conditions.
BT FTP server is closed.
Set BT module to non-connectable
and non-discoverable.

Message number 8277

The synchronous message that the
emotach waits for an incoming
connection will be closed and there
is no other message.
BT FTP server is closed.
Set BT module to non-connectable
and non-discoverable.

No message is shown.

Only set BT module to nonconnectable and non-discoverable if
there are no other BT servers
running.

(4) The service is terminated via the
HMI when there is no connection.
Only applies if the exchange of
images has been activated via the
HMI menu “Declaration” or using the
BT button (precondition 6).
Explanatory note: Cancel in this
state is only possible using the ESC
button (a synchronous message is
activ)
2…4.1

2…4.2

(5) Remote station not permitted
5.1
5.2
5.3

Action
Output error message on HMI.
Close connection.
Go to step 2.

(6) Connection terminated according
to chapter 4.1.2.2 in normal process,
step 6
6.1
6.2

Action

6.3

(7) Error during image check or
processing
7.1

(8) Remote station has not
requested status messages after a
certain timeout (currently 2 minutes)
or connection is terminated
according to chapter 4.1.2.2 in
normal process, step 8 or 9.
8.1..9.1
8.2..9.2

Output error message on HMI.
BT FTP server is closed.
Set BT module to non-connectable
and non-discoverable.
If termination condition is not
satisfied, output message 7007 and
go to step 1.
If termination condition is satisfied,
output message 7007 and terminate
use case.
Action

Only set BT module to nonconnectable and non-discoverable if
there are no other BT servers
running.
Comment
Message number 7006 or 7134
Server again waits for incoming
connection.
Comment

Message number 7007 or 7135
Only set BT module to nonconnectable and non-discoverable if
there are no other BT servers
running.
Message number 7007

Comment

Generate status message (incl. error
code, see chapter 4.1.3). Go to step
8.
Action

Error messages are output on HMI

Comment

Output error message on HMI.
Connection is closed (if still present)

Message number 7009 or 7136
Only set BT module to non-
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(9) Remote station has not
requested message image after a
certain timeout (currently 2 minutes)
or connection is terminated
according to chapter 4.1.2.2 in
normal process, step 10 or 11.
10.1.11.1
10.2..11.2

(10) No message image generated.
(No error, just version)
10.1
(11) The emotach exits run mode
and termination condition satisfied.
1.. 12 possible during normal
process.
1 ... 12.1

(12) The emotach exits run mode
and termination condition is not
satisfied.
1 - 12 possible during normal
process.
1…12.1

1 … 12.2
(13) Vehicle sets off (travel
according to tacho) and termination
condition satisfied.
1 - 12 possible during normal
process.
1...12.1
1...12.2
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and BT FTP server is closed.
Delete the files (Image_Auftrag.bin
and Image_Meldung.bin).
Set BT module to non-connectable
and non-discoverable.
If the termination condition is not
satisfied, go to step 1 in normal
process, otherwise terminate use
case
Action

connectable and non-discoverable if
there are no other BT servers
running.

Comment

Output error message on HMI
Connection is closed (if still present)
and BT FTP server is closed.
Delete the files (Image_Auftrag.bin,
Image_Meldung.bin and
Status_Meldung.bin).
Set BT module to non-connectable
and non-discoverable.
If the termination condition is not
satisfied, go to step 1 in normal
process, otherwise terminate use
case.
Action

Comment

Steps 10 and 11 of normal process
are skipped. Go to step 12.
Action

Comment

Connection is closed (if present) and
BT FTP server is closed.
Delete the files (Image_Auftrag.bin,
Image_Meldung.bin and
Status_Meldung.bin).
Set BT module to non-connectable
and non-discoverable.
Action

Connection is closed (if present) and
BT FTP server is closed.
Delete the files (Image_Auftrag.bin,
Image_Meldung.bin and
Status_Meldung.bin).
Set BT module to non-connectable
and non-discoverable.
When run mode is reached again:
go to step 1
Action

Output error message on HMI.
Connection is closed (if present) and

Message number 7010 or 7137
Only set BT module to nonconnectable and non-discoverable if
there are no other BT servers
running.

For details of termination conditions,
see assumption
Only set BT module to nonconnectable and non-discoverable if
there are no other BT servers
running.

Comment

For details of termination conditions,
see assumption
Only set BT module to nonconnectable and non-discoverable if
there are no other BT servers
running.

Comment

For details of termination conditions,
see assumption
Message number 7011 or 7131
Only set BT module to non-

4.1 emotach Bluetooth services

(14) Vehicle sets off (travel
according to tacho) and termination
condition not satisfied.
1 - 12 possible during normal
process.
1...12.1
1...12.2

1...12.3
(15) Parameter stating that the
ignition must be switched on is set,
and ignition has been switched off
and termination condition satisfied.
Steps 1 - 12 possible during normal
process.
1...12.1
1...12.2

(16) Parameter stating that the
ignition must be switched on is set,
and ignition has been switched off
and termination condition not
satisfied.
1 - 12 possible during normal
process.
1...12.1
1...12.2

1...12.3
(17) Irregular termination of
connection by remote stations during
normal process, steps 8..11 and
termination condition is satisfied.
(No restart)
8...11.1
8...11.2

BT FTP server is closed.
Delete the files (Image_Auftrag.bin,
Image_Meldung.bin and
Status_Meldung.bin).
Set BT module to non-connectable
and non-discoverable.
Action

Output error message on HMI
Connection is closed (if present) and
BT FTP server is closed.
Delete the files (Image_Auftrag.bin,
Image_Meldung.bin and
Status_Meldung.bin).
Set BT module to non-connectable
and non-discoverable.
When the vehicle is stationary again
(according to tacho): go to step 1
Action

Output error message on HMI.
Connection is closed (if present) and
BT FTP server is closed.
Delete the files (Image_Auftrag.bin,
Image_Meldung.bin and
Status_Meldung.bin).
Set BT module to non-connectable
and non-discoverable.
Action

Output error message on HMI.
Connection is closed (if present) and
BT FTP server is closed.
Delete the files (Image_Auftrag.bin,
Image_Meldung.bin and
Status_Meldung.bin).
Set BT module to non-connectable
and non-discoverable.
When the ignition has been switched
back on: go to step 1
Action

Output error message on HMI.
BT FTP server is closed.
Delete the files (Image_Auftrag.bin,
Image_Meldung.bin and
Status_Meldung.bin) if present.
Set BT module to non-connectable

connectable and non-discoverable if
there are no other BT servers
running.

Comment

For details of termination conditions,
see assumption
Message number 7011 or 7131
Only set BT module to nonconnectable and non-discoverable if
there are no other BT servers
running.

Comment

For details of termination conditions,
see assumption
Message number 7012 or 7132
Only set BT module to nonconnectable and non-discoverable if
there are no other BT servers
running.

Comment

For details of termination conditions,
see assumption
Message number 7012 or 7132.
Only set BT module to nonconnectable and non-discoverable if
there are no other BT servers
running.

Comment

Message number 4009 or 4010.
Only set BT module to nonconnectable and non-discoverable if
there are no other BT servers
running.
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(18) Irregular termination of
connection by remote station during
normal processes 8..11 and
termination condition is not satisfied.
(With restart)
8...11.1
8...11.2
(19) Regular termination of
connection by remote station during
normal process, step 6 and
termination condition is satisfied.
(No restart)
6.1
6.2

(20) Regular termination of
connection by remote station during
normal process, step 6 and
termination condition is not satisfied.
(With restart)
6.1
6.2

4.1.1.2

and non-discoverable.
Action

Comment
For details of termination conditions,
see assumption

Close connection.
Go to step 2.
Action

Output error message on HMI.
BT FTP server is closed.
Delete the files (Image_Auftrag.bin,
Image_Meldung.bin and
Status_Meldung.bin) if present.
Set BT module to non-connectable
and non-discoverable.
Action

Output error message on HMI
Go to step 2

Server again waits for incoming
connection.
Comment

Message numbers 8201 and 8202
Only set BT module to nonconnectable and non-discoverable if
there are no other BT servers
running.

Comment

Message number 8201
Server waits for incoming
connection.

Transfer of NMEA data

Fig. 8 – Communication partners for NMEA data

The SPP profile (see chapter 4.1.2.3) is used for data which is streamed from the emotach.
At this protocol level, the data is transferred byte by byte. NMEA data is transferred from the
emotach to other components in one direction.
Streaming of NMEA data can be transferred from the emotach to the customer application,
and to common navigation systems.
This service can be used on a laptop (see screenshot below).
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Fig. 9 – Selection of service when establishing connection

The output can then be read out with ease via the hyper terminal.
The output can be configured and started by the emotachDirect using an image job.
A distinction should be made here between whether the service is started by the "BTKonfiguration temporär setzen" (Temporarily set BT configuration) or "BT-Konfiguration
setzen" (Set BT configuration) job. In the latter case, the emotach behaves as if starting the
service via the HMI and the user must start the service manually.
Output can also be started via the HMI.
The configuration must be entered in advance using an image job (see [1] section 4.1.5) or
via the HMI.
The emotach provides an SPP server for NMEA streaming. This server uses the UUID
defined for SPP as the ServiceClassID so that navigation systems can access it.
The remote station (customer application or navigation system) can now establish a
connection to this server. As soon as this has been done, the emotach transmits the NMEA
data.
Authentication and encryption are optional.
Only one remote station can be connected to a server at any one time.
The termination conditions are the same as described in chapter 4.1.1.1.
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d
User

eotach Application

emotach API

Receiver

output NMEA data
start SPP-Server
UUID for SPP

activate BT
create SDP entry

inquiry

activate BT

response
service search
response
SPP connect request

only if encryption
is required

PIN request
PIN

pairing

connection established

response

open output stream
response
send NMEA data
.
.
.

.
.
.

connection closed
exit condition
not statisfied

deactivate BT

disconnect

acceptAndOpen
.
.
.

.
.
.

close SPP-Server
close SPP-Server

exit condition
is statisfied

unregister SDP entry
deactivate BT
(set undiscoverable)

Fig. 10 – Sequence diagram showing streaming of NMEA data

The table below shows the communication in detail. The table relates to the emotach's run
mode. This run mode is indicated by the activated display. There are various situations in
which this run mode is exited (to switch to sleep mode for example).
For the alternative processes, the normal step is stated in each case and then with one
point from the current step in the alternative process. An example of normal steps 2-4 with
alternative process step 3 would be as follows: 2…4.3.
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Use case name
Assumptions

Preconditions
1

2

3

4

5

6

Exceptions / versions
1

2

3

4
5

6

Streaming NMEA data and the HVF additional benefits protocol via the
Bluetooth interface
The termination condition, which determines whether the service is restarted
or not, is not satisfied if:
a) the service has been started on the chip card by the "BT-Konfiguration
temporär setzen" (Temporarily set BT configuration) image job, "ServerNeustart" (Server restart) is set and the card has not yet been obtained.
b) the service has been started via the HMI or the "BT-Konfiguration setzen"
(Set BT configuration) image job, "Server-Neustart" (Server restart) is set
and "Kein Neustart" (No restart) has not yet been selected on the HMI.
Precondition
Response upon infringement
NMEA streaming or HVF additional
Error message on HMI: message
benefits protocol is started by
number 7142 or 7143
selecting a saved BT configuration
Transfer is not started.
via the HMI. The configuration can
(Either precondition 2, 3, or 4 must
be undertaken using an image job or be satisfied.)
via the HMI.
NMEA streaming or HVF additional
Transfer is not started.
benefits protocol is started using a
(Either precondition 2, 3, or 4 must
"BT-Konfiguration temporär setzen"
be satisfied.)
(Temporarily set BT configuration)
image job.
NMEA streaming or HVF additional
Transfer is not started.
benefits protocol is started using the
(Either precondition 2, 3, or 4 must
"BT-Konfiguration setzen" (Set BT
be satisfied.)
configuration) image job.
For NMEA streaming: NMEA
Error message on HMI: message
streaming must not have already
number 7062
been started.
For HVF additional benefits protocol: Error message on HMI: message
HVF additional benefits protocol
number 7076
must not have already been started.
No service with the same BT
address as the service to be started
but with a PIN different from the
service to be started is waiting to
establish a connection
Exception
Only applies when starting via HMI,
when starting using "BTKonfiguration setzen" (Set BT
configuration) image job:
Remote station does not connect to
the emotach after a certain timeout
(currently 10 minutes).
Only applies when starting using
"BT-Konfiguration temporär setzen"
(Temporarily set BT configuration)
image job on chip card: chip card is
removed when there is no
connection.
Only applies when starting via HMI,
when starting using "BTKonfiguration setzen" (Set BT
configuration) image job:
The service is terminated via the
HMI when there is no connection.
Remote station not permitted
Connection is closed (termination of
connection according to chapter
4.1.2.2 or close connection using
remote station) and termination
condition is not satisfied.
The emotach exits run mode and

Transfer of NMEA data or the HVF
additional benefits protocol via BT is
not started. Corresponding error
message is shown on display:
message number 7144
Response
See alternative process

See alternative process

See alternative process

See alternative process
See alternative process

See alternative process
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7
Normal process
1
2

termination condition is satisfied.
The emotach exits run mode and
termination condition is not satisfied.
Action
Start BT SPP server.
Wait for incoming connection

3

Pairing of devices with PIN from
configuration. (Only with appropriate
configuration)

4

Wait until remote station connects
with BT SPP server.

5

Check remote station's BT address

See alternative process
Comment
Assumption: remote station starts to
establish connection.
Only required for first connection
between two devices or if the PIN
from the configuration no longer
matches the pairing PIN (see
chapter 4.1.2.2).
If pairing is not successful, this step
is repeated until pairing is successful
(correct authentication by correct
PIN), or the timeout has expired.
Assumption: Remote station has
successfully connected with BT SPP
server.
When configuring the exchange of
images via the HMI, the user must
confirm the remote station (BT
address + name) via the HMI.
Assumption: BT address matches
the configuration or BT address has
been confirmed on HMI

6

7

8

Alternative processes
(1) Only applies when starting via
HMI, when starting using "BTKonfiguration setzen" (Set BT
configuration) image job:
remote station does not connect to
the emotach after timeout (currently
10 minutes).
Steps 1-4 possible in normal
process.
1..4.1
1...4.2

(2) Only applies when starting using
"BT-Konfiguration temporär setzen"
(Temporarily set BT configuration)
image job on chip card: chip card
removed when there is no
connection.
Steps 1-4 possible in normal
process.
1...4.1
1...4.2
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Server starts to stream the NMEA
data or HVF additional benefits
protocol
Wait for connection to be closed by
remote station
BT SPP server is closed.
Set BT module to non-discoverable
and non-connectable.

Assumption: remote station closes
connection and termination condition
satisfied.
Only set BT module to nonconnectable and non-discoverable if
there are no other BT servers
running.

Action

Comment

Error message on HMI.
Close BT SPP server.
Set BT module to non-connectable
and non-discoverable.

Message number 7063 or 7077

Action

Error message on HMI.
Close BT SPP server.
Set BT module to non-connectable
and non-discoverable.

Only set BT module to nonconnectable and non-discoverable if
there are no other BT servers
running.
Comment

Message number 8277
Only set BT module to nonconnectable and non-discoverable if
there are no other BT servers

4.1 emotach Bluetooth services

(3) Only applies when starting via
HMI, when starting using "BTKonfiguration setzen" (Set BT
configuration) image job:
The service is terminated via the
HMI when there is no connection.
Steps 1-4 possible in normal
process.
1...4.1

running.
Comment

Action

An error message only appears
under certain conditions.
Close BT SPP server.
Set BT module to non-connectable
and non-discoverable.

1...4.2

(4) Remote station not permitted
5.1
5.2
5.3

Action
Error message on HMI.
Close connection.
Server again waits for incoming
connection. Go to step 2.
Action

(5) Connection is closed (termination
of connection according to chapter
4.1.2.2 or close connection using
remote station) and termination
condition is not satisfied.
3...7.1

1...7.1

Comment

Close connection (if present) and
close BT SPP server.
Set BT module to non-connectable
and non-discoverable.
Action

(7) emotach exits run mode and
termination condition is not satisfied.
Possible throughout entire process.
1...7.1

Close connection (if present) and
close BT SPP server.
Set BT module to non-connectable
and non-discoverable.
When run mode is reached again:
go to step 1

1...7.2

Only set BT module to nonconnectable and non-discoverable if
there are no other BT servers
running.
Comment
Message number 7065 or 7079

Comment

Server waits for incoming
connection. Go to step 2.
Action

(6) emotach exits run mode and
termination condition is satisfied.
Possible throughout entire process.

Message number 8278 or 8279

For details of termination conditions,
see assumption
Only set BT module to nonconnectable and non-discoverable if
there are no other BT servers
running.
Comment
For details of termination conditions,
see assumption
Only set BT module to nonconnectable and non-discoverable if
there are no other BT servers
running.

emotach NMEA data
The following NMEA data records are provided by the emotach. Fields, for which the
GPS receiver cannot temporarily provide any values or which are not supported by the
receiver, remain empty.
GSA – GPS DOP and active satellites:
1 2 3

14 15

16

17

18

| | |

| |

|

|

|

$GPGSA,a,a,x,x,x,x,x,x,x,x,x,x,x,x,x.x,x.x,x.x*hh<CR><LF>

1)

Selection mode
A – auto
M – manual
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2)

Mode
1 – no fix
2 – 2D fix
3 – 3D fix

3)

ID of 1st satellite used for fix

4)

ID of 2nd satellite used for fix
...

14) ID of 12th satellite used for fix
15) PDOP in meters (this element is not output)
16) HDOP in meters
17) VDOP in meters (this element is not output)
18) checksum
RMC – Recommended Minimum Navigation Information
13
1

2 3

4 5

6 7

8

9

10 11 12|

|

| |

| |

| |

|

|

|

| | |

$GPRMC,hhmmss.ss,A,llll.ll,a,yyyyy.yy,a,x.x,x.x,xxxx,x.x,a,A*hh<CR><LF>

1)
2)

UTC Time
Status
A – valid navigation data
V – not valid navigation data

3)

Latitude

4)

N or S

5)

Longitude

6)

E or W

7)

Speed over ground, knots

8)

Track made good, degrees true

9)

Date, ddmmyy

10) Magnetic Variation, degrees
11) E or W
12) Mode (the GPS receiver of the emotach is working in autonomous mode)
- A: Autonomous
- D: DGPS
- E: DR
13)
14) Checksum

4.1.1.3

Streaming HVF additional benefits protocol

Fig. 11 – Communication partners for HVF additional benefits protocol

The HVF additional benefits protocol is basically streamed in the same way as NMEA data
(see chapter 4.1.1.2).
The only exception is that a separate ServiceClassID (see chapter 4.1.2.3 SDP - Service
Discovery Protocol) is issued for the server.
Authentication and encryption are optional.
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This service should only be read out using standard tools, with the BT stack from Toshiba.
In this way, the following steps can be used to establish a connection and then read out via
the hyper terminal.

Fig. 12 – Selecting the user-defined mode when undertaking connection settings

The user-defined mode should be selected.

Fig. 13 – Service is selected
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The HVF additional benefits protocol service should be selected.

Fig. 14 – COM port is selected.

A COM port assignment must be undertaken. In this example, this is COM40.

Fig. 15 – Establishing connection with the emotach
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The connection now has to be established with the configured emotach.

Fig. 16 – Output of additional benefits protocol via hyper terminal

The additional benefits protocol can now be read out and interpreted using the hyper
terminal.
A distinction should be made between whether the service is started by the "BTKonfiguration temporär setzen" (Temporarily set BT configuration) or "BT-Konfiguration
setzen" (Set BT configuration) job. In the latter case, the emotach behaves as if starting the
service via the HMI and the user must start the service manually.
Output can also be started via the HMI.
The configuration must be entered in advance using an image job (see [1] section 4.1.5) or
via the HMI.
The sequence diagram and table are the same as for NMEA streaming and can be found in
chapter 4.1.1.2.
Output formatting for HVF additional benefits protocol
The data is output according to the following principles:
1.

The HVF additional benefits protocol is output as ASCII text. Germanic umlaut will be
replaced with “?”.

2.

Each data element from the above table is depicted in a separate line. Elements from
combined data types (e.g. structures) are separated by commas. The current data
element values are always output regardless of whether they contain real values (e.g.
trailer data) or default values. Each line ends with CR (0x13) LF (0x10).

3.

Rational numbers are output with decimal points (e.g. 3.5 rather than 3,5)

4.

Bitsets are output as hexadecimal numbers

5.

Hexadecimal numbers are output without leading "zeros" in upper case format [0…9,
A … F], e.g. 3F
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Data types for the additional benefits protocol
General information:
The data is output as ASCII text.
Master number:
4-byte integer without prefix, 0 = master number not set,
The number must always be interpreted from the right, after a set of three numbers a
comma is inserted. For example: 1,234,567,890 or 123,456,789
Range of values: 0 - 4,294,967,294
Structure of ATA (Alps transit charge) passages:
 ATA number, 1-byte integer without prefix, range of values 0 – 255
 ATA counter, 2-byte integer without prefix, range of values 0 – 65,535
Structure of consolidated data:
The consolidated data structure comprises the following elements:
 Total kilometres, kilometre reading in 1 km resolution, 3-byte integer without
prefix, range of values: 0 km – 16,777,215 km
 Domestic kilometres, kilometre reading in 1 km resolution, 3-byte integer without
prefix, range of values: 0 km – 16,777,215 km
 HVF output, HVF output in tonnes multiplied by km (resolution 0.01 tkm  100 =
1 tkm, 4-byte integer without prefix, range of values 0 – 42,949,672.95 thousand
kilometres
 List of ATA passages, formatting of 1st element = number of elements in list,
sub-structures are separated by commas
Recording status:
This element is a set of bits with 8 bits. The individual bits have the following meanings:
 Bit 0: not documented
 Bit 1: not documented
 Bit 2: not documented
 Bit 3: not documented
 Bit 4: device status red, 0 = no, 1 = yes
 Bit 5: declared trailer status, 0 = OFF, 1 = ON
 Bit 6: declared border status, 0 = abroad, 1 = domestic
 Bit 7: not documented
This element is transferred as a hexadecimal number without "zeros" and must be
interpreted according to the definition provided above.
Emotach status:
This element is a set of bits with 8 bits. The individual bits have the following meanings:
 Bit 0: master and contract data loaded, 0 = no, 1 = yes
 Bit 1: fixed value 0
 Bit 2: GPS antenna, 0 = internal, 1 = external
 Bit 3: DSRC antenna, 0 = internal, 1 = external
 Bit 4: device status yellow, 0 = no, 1 = yes
 Bit 5: defect, 0 = no, 1 = yes
 Bit 6: low battery state, 0 = no, 1 = yes
 Bit 7: fixed value 0
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This element is transferred as a hexadecimal number without "zeros" and must be
interpreted according to the definition provided above.
ATA contract:
The ATA contract element is a 4-bit enumeration. The individual decimal values have
the following meanings:
 Value 0: ATA obligatory
 Value 1: ATA not obligatory
 Value 2: not affected by ATA
 Values 3 – 14: not used
 Value 15: ATA not defined
One of these decimal values is transferred.
HVF contract:
The HVF contract element is a 4-bit enumeration. The individual decimal values have
the following meanings:
 Value 0: HVF obligatory
 Value 1: HVF not obligatory
 Value 2: not affected by HVF
 Value 3: flat rate HVF
 Values 4 – 14: not used
 Value 15: HVF not defined
One of these decimal values is transferred.
Total weight of trailer:
This structure is made up as follows:
 Bits 0-12: weight of trailer, weight in 10 kg units (0 – 81.91t, rounded, the value
81.91t has a special meaning and indicates that the weight is greater than 81.91t.
 Bit 13: not used
 Bit 14: attached trailer?, 0 = no, 1 = yes
 Bit 15: substitute declaration?, 0 = no, 1 = yes
The transfer is separated by commas, including the unused bit 13, where 0 is always
transferred! An example would be 1240, 0, 1, 0
Origin:
The origin describes the origin of the trailer data record. This element is a 1-byte
enumeration. The individual values have the following meanings:
 Value 0: not defined
 Value 1: emotach
 Value 2: emotachDirect
 Value 3: Directorate General of Customs
 Values 4-255: not used
Private trailer data:
This structure is made up of the following elements:
 ATA contract, see structure
 HVF contract, see structure
 Number plate, string of 10 characters, the characters permitted are: 0-9, A-Z, az, ä ö ü, # and space (hex 20)
 Total weight of trailer, see structure
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 Country code, 1-3-digit text as country code
 Master number, see master number element
 Origin,
 Free trailer number, 2-byte integer without prefix, range of values 0-999.
If the number is not available the output is “---“.
All these values are separated by commas. If there is no trailer declared, there is a
default output which is made up of zeros. This as shown below:
0, 0,

, 0, 0, 0, 0, CH, 0, 0, 0

Checksum:
The checksum is a 2-byte integer and is transferred in hexadecimal form.
According to CCITT-CRC 16, the checksum is calculated with the following parameters:

•

Parameters

•

Degree of polynomial r: 16

•

Polynomial G(x):

0x1021

•

Initial value:

0x0000

•

Output XOR mask:

0x0000

•

Reflect input byte:

no bit order within one byte (normal: MSB
first)

•

Reflect output CRC:

no bit order within one byte

•

Augment with zeroes:
no read out of the feedback shift register
directly after the last message bit has been shifted in, or after
trailing zeroes have been shifted in (augmentation with zeroes)

CCITT CRC-16

The checksum is calculated over the range starting with SOH up to and including ETX.
Data for additional benefits protocol
The table below shows the data for the additional benefits protocol:

Data element

Definition

Example

Start of Heading (SOH)

SOH; 0x01 according to ASCII
code table

-

Message type

Text "LSVA2Zusatznutzenprotokoll" ("HVF2
additional benefits protocol")
HVF2 additional benefits protocol
message ID

LSVA2-Zusatznutzenprotokoll

Message structure version

Version of message structure for
possible extensions to message.
This message structure is version
1.0.
Leading zeros are not shown, i.e.
1.3 is depicted rather than
001.003.

1.0

Message length

Length in bytes between STX and
ETX (not including STX and ETX)

153

Device number

4-byte integer without prefix, range
of values: 0 … 4,294,967,295

2002031

Start symbol for data (STX)

STX; 0x02 according to ASCII
code table

-
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Date/time

Format yyyy.MM.dd, hh:mm:ss
Date and time separated by
commas. This is output in local
Swiss time

2008.04.30, 13:08:00

emotach km reading

Kilometre reading in 100m
resolution with full stop as divider.
Range of values: 0.0 km …
1,677,721.5 km

8111.0

Daily counter km reading

Daily kilometre counter with 100metre resolution
Range of values 000.0 – 999.9

110.9

Consolidated data

See consolidated data structure.
The elements of the structure are
separated by commas and
depicted as ASCII text in one line.
In the example on the right, the
structure element contains ATA
passages 2 ATA counters > 0:
ATA no. 3 has a counter value of 5
and ATA no. 7 has a counter value
of 4)

111, 111, 0.00, 2, 3, 5, 7, 4

Master number

4-byte integer without prefix, 0 =
master number not set,
The number must always be
interpreted from the right, after a
set of three numbers a comma is
inserted.
Range of values: 0 4,294,967,294

12345

Recording status package

See recording status element

20

emotach status package

See emotach status element

04

Ignition contact status

On=1/Off=0

1

Data of declared trailer

See private trailer data structure

0, 0, BB CH 1111, 1240, 0, 0, 0, CH,
12345, 0, 0

The example on the right shows a
trailer with obligatory HVF and
ATA, weighing 12.4 t with the
number plate BB CH 1111 and
master number 12345
Speed (tacho)

Current speed in km/h, 1-byte
integer without prefix, range of
values 0 – 255

93

GPS position data

Latitude and longitude coordinates
displayed in decimal degrees with
5 digits after the comma referring
to the WGS84 ellipsoid, HDOP
[0.0..50.0] and altitude in [m]
rounded without digits after
decimal point

48.08751, 8.44851, 1.0, 781

If there is no valid GPS position,
the output contains:
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0
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End of text (ETX)

ETX; 0x03 according to ASCII
code table

-

Checksum

Checksum according to CCITTCRC16 in hex.
See checksum element.

24A3

The example below contains a complete HVF additional benefits data record as output
by the emotach:

⌂
LSVA2-Zusatznutzenprotokoll
1.0
153
2002031

⌂
2008.04.30, 13:08:00
8111.0
110.9
111, 111, 0.00, 2, 3, 5, 7, 4
12345
20
04
1
0, 0, BB CH 1111, 1240, 0, 0, 0, CH, 12345, 0, 0
93
48.08751, 8.44851, 1.0, 781

⌂
24A3

⌂ … non printable control characters

4.1.1.4

Declaration by mobile phone

emotach

Mobile phone

Service
provider

Internet

emotachDirect
image server

Fig. 17 – Communication partners for modem connection

The emotach can exchange declaration images (job and message) with an emotachDirect
by mobile phone. This card-free exchange of images takes place via a direct FTP
connection between the emotach and the emotachDirect image server where an FTP
server can be installed. The mobile phone is connected by BT and is used as a GPRS
modem. This allows declaration images to be obtained from the FTP repository of the
image server, and declaration message images to be stored in the same FTP repository
The emotach and mobile phone are connected by Bluetooth profile DUN (see chapter
4.1.2.3). The connection to the emotachDirect is established by the service provider via the
Internet.
►

The emotach attempts to establish a DUN connection. Using the APN (Access Point
Name) and if necessary user name and password, the service provider's access point
is configured on the mobile phone by Bluetooth and a connection then established
there.
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A PPP connection to the access point is generated on this basis.
The emotachDirect provides an SSH FTP server on the image server, the functionality of
which corresponds to the SSH file transfer protocol http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-ietf-secshfilexfer-13.
When establishing the connection, the FTP server is not authenticated. The public key
transferred by the server is accepted automatically. The emotach authenticates itself on the
server using the user name and password.
Once the connection has been established, the emotach uses FTP GET to obtain the image
file from the server with the declaration job. The image is then processed and the status
message and possibly a declaration message loaded on the server with PUT. The status
message indicates whether a declaration message has been generated or not (including
error code).
Naming files
The image file with declaration job is given a unique name so that different emotach
devices can access the same server. The system for names is as follows: [master
number] + "_Dekl_Auftrag".
For example: 0123456789_Dekl_Auftrag.
The image file with declaration message is as follows:
[master number] + "_Dekl_Meldung_" + [time stamp]
The time stamp is made up of two digits each for year, month, day, hour, minutes and
seconds (yymmddhhmmss).
For example: 0123456789_Dekl_Meldung_070529143056
If instead of the declaration message, a status message (no image) is uploaded with an
error code, the file is named as follows:
[master number] + "_Status_" + [time stamp]
For example: 0123456789_Status_070529143056
The master number always consists of 10 characters; leading zeros are used if
necessary.
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User

eotach Application

emotach API

Mobile Phone

Service Provider

Bluetooth activated
and visible or
already paired with
OBU

Create BTDUN Connection
create BTDUN connection

start
SSH-FTP-Server

create BTDUN connection
needed data:
- channel
- apn
- (username + password)

Image-Server
of emotachDirect

PIN request
PIN

pairing
established

create GPRS connection
create connection
connection established
create PPP connection
connected (<local IP>, <remote IP>)
connection established
open

open SSH-FTP-Connection

FTP get File (Image)

FTP get File (Image)
File (Image)

File (Image)
process File
FTP put File (Image)

FTP put File (Image)
response

response
close
close

close
disconnect ppp
disconnect BTDUN

OK

deactivate BT

done

Sequence diagram for connection by mobile phone

The table below shows the communication in detail. The table relates to the emotach's run
mode. This run mode is indicated by the activated display. There are various situations in
which this run mode is exited (to switch to sleep mode for example).
For the alternative processes, the normal step is stated in each case and then with one
point from the current step in the alternative process. An example of normal steps 2-4 with
alternative process step 3 would be as follows: 2…4.3.
Use case name
Preconditions
1
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Precondition
Response upon infringement
Image processing not active
Declaration by mobile phone is not
started. Corresponding error
message is shown on the display:
message number 4081.

4.1 emotach Bluetooth services
2

3

No service with the same BT
address but different PIN is started
and system is waiting for a
connection to be established
Service not started

4

No BT-DUN connection activ.

Incoming information
1
Results
1

Information
BT configuration

Exceptions / versions
1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8
9
10
Normal process
1

Result
Job image received, processed and
message image sent back.
Exception
BT DUN connection cannot be
established (e.g. remote station
does not offer the DUN-Service or
connection terminated according to
chapter 4.1.2.2)
Error when establishing SSH FTP
connection (e.g. remote station
closes connection or connection
terminated according to chapter
4.1.2.2) or FTP server not found
before timeout (actually 30s)
Error during SSH FTP GET (e.g.
remote station closes connection,
physical termination of connection
according to chapter 4.1.2.2 , file
name incorrect, read-only file name,
disk full, or data not transmitted
before timeout (actually 5min))
Image job cannot be processed
No image message for the job will
be created. (No exception, just
version)
Error during FTP-PUT of declaration
message (e.g. remote station closes
connection or connection terminated
according to chapter 4.1.2.2)
Error during FTP-PUT of status
message (e.g. remote station closes
connection or connection terminated
according to chapter 4.1.2.2)
Vehicle sets off.
The emotach exits run mode.
Abort by user
Action
Establish BT DUN connection with
configured device.
Pairing of devices with PIN from
configuration.

Declaration by mobile phone is not
started. Corresponding error
message is shown on display:
message number 7144
Declaration by mobile phone is not
started. Corresponding error
message is shown on display:
message number 7122
Declaration by mobile phone is not
started. Corresponding error
message is shown on display:
message number 7145
Comment
Comment

Response
See alternative process

See alternative process

See alternative process

See alternative process
See alternative process

See alternative process

See alternative process

See alternative process
See alternative process
See alternative process
Comment
Querying of PIN is only required for
first connection between two devices
or if the PIN from the configuration
no longer matches the pairing PIN
(see chapter 4.1.2.2).
If pairing is not successful, this step is
repeated until pairing is successful
(correct authentication by correct PIN).
Message number: 8220 (after
establishing the DUN connection)
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2

Establish SSH FTP connection to
emotachDirect server.

3

FTP GET with corresponding file
name (see chapter 4.1.1.1).
Image check and processing and
wait for message image or status
message.
FTP-PUT with corresponding file
name

4

5

6
7

Delete downloaded files on emotach
Close SSH FTP connection

8

Close BT DUN connection

Alternative processes
(1) BT DUN connection cannot be
established (e.g. remote station
does not offer the DUN-Service or
connection terminated according to
chapter 4.1.2.2)
1.1
(2) Error when establishing SSH
FTP connection (e.g. remote station
closes connection or connection
terminated according to chapter
4.1.2.2 or FTP server not found
before timeout (actually 30s))
2.1
2.2
(3) Error during SSH FTP GET (e.g.
remote station closes connection,
physical termination of connection
according to chapter 4.1.2.2, file
name incorrect, read-only file name,
disk full, data not transmitted before
timeout (actually 5min))
3.1
3.2
(4) Image job cannot be processed
4.1

4.2
(5) There is no image message for
the job downloaded. (No exception,
just version)
4.1

4.2
(6) Error during FTP-PUT of
declaration message (e.g. remote
station closes connection or physical
connection terminated according to
chapter 4.1.2.2)
5.1
5.2
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Message number: 8221 (after
establishing the SSH-FTP
connection)
Declaration job is downloaded.
Assumption: message image has
been generated
Declaration message and/or status
message (see chapter 4.1.3) is
uploaded.
Message number: 8225 (after the
close of the SSH-FTP connection)
Message number: 8224 (after the
close of the DUN connection)

Action

Comment

Error message on HMI.
Terminate use case
Action

Message number: 7123

Error message on HMI.
Go to stepp 8.
Action

Message number: 7126

Error message on HMI
Go to step 7.
Action
Create status message according to
chapter 4.1.3 with corresponding file
name.

Message number: 7127

Go to step 5.
Action

Comment

Comment

Comment
Error messages of image job
processing will be shown on display.

Status message (see chapter
4.1.3) is uploaded with error code.
Comment

Create status message according to
chapter 4.1.3 with corresponding file
name.
Go to Step 5.
Action

Status message is uploaded with
code for successful processing.

Error message on HMI.
FTP-PUT with corresponding file
name.

Message number 7129

Comment

Status message (see chapter 4.1.3
Status messages) is uploaded with

4.1 emotach Bluetooth services

(7) Error during FTP-PUT of status
message (e.g. remote station closes
connection or connection terminated
according to chapter 4.1.2.2)
4.2.1, 5.2.1
4.2.2, 5.2.2
(8) Vehicle sets off (travel according
to tacho)
Possible throughout entire process.
1...8.1
1...8.2

(9) The emotach exits run mode.
Possible throughout entire process
1...8.1

1…5.1

(b)

1…5.2

error code.
Comment

Error message on HMI.
Go to step 6.
Action

Message number: 7130

Error message on HMI.
Go to step 8 during normal process 1.
Go to step 7 during normal process 2.
Go to step 6 during normal
processes 3-5.
Go to the following step in the normal
process during normal processes 6 - 8.
Action

Message number: 7131

In normal process step 1 go to step
8.
In normal process step 2 go to step
7
In normal process step 3-5 go to
step 6.

4.1.2
4.1.2.1

Comment

Comment

Go to step 8 during normal process 1.
Go to step 7 during normal process 2.
Go to step 6 during normal processes
3-5.
Go to the following step in the normal
process during normal processes 6 - 8.
Action
Message on display

(10) Abort by user
(a)

Go to step 6.
Action

Comment
Message number: 8291
Exlplanatory note: An abort in
normal process step 1 does not
cause an abort of the DUN
connection establishement. The
DUN connection is continued to
establish in the background. Only
when the connection is
established, it will be closed
immediately. This procedure is
necessary since an abort of the
connection establishement can
lead to problems on the remote
station.

Bluetooth profiles and settings
Bluetooth version
A Bluetooth module which provides a service and data interface is fitted in the emotach.
This is version 1.2 and allows for a maximum transfer rate of 1Mbit/s.

4.1.2.2

Bluetooth modes and settings
The protocol stack for Bluetooth provides functions for authenticating and encrypting the
connection. These are negotiated when establishing the connection.
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Pairing / authentication
When two Bluetooth devices are first connected, they can be paired with one another
for mutual authentication. There must be a matching PIN on both devices for this to be
possible.
The emotach is informed of this PIN and the BT address of the remote station via an
image during configuration of BT communication or it is entered via the HMI.
During pairing, a common connection code is agreed upon once the PIN has been
entered. This connection code is saved on the devices for future connections such that
pairing does not have to be undertaken again.
The emotach deletes the connection code, if the configuration only applies temporarily,
the configuration is deleted or the basis (BT address and/or PIN) for pairing has been
changed.
The PIN for authentication may have between 4 and 15 digits.
Only the numbers 0-9 may be used.
Different PINs can be defined in the various services for the same remote station
addresses (BT address). If a new PIN is used, the emotach deletes the existing pairing
so that a new pairing can take place.
In order to keep the list of paired devices up-to-date, some special scenarios are taken
into account. These are dealt with in the following sub-chapters.

Establishing connection with service without configured BT address
This chapter describes the behaviour when establishing a service connection with
a BT configuration with PIN but without BT address.
This scenario applies both when establishing a connection for just one waiting
service and when establishing a connection to 2 waiting services.
If a service, whose configuration does not contain a BT address, is started on the
emotach, the user has to accept the connection via HMI.
 Scenario 1: There is still no pairing with the remote station, user accepts
connection.
Pairing must be undertaken when establishing the connection. Once the
connection is established, the user must confirm the connection with the remote
station.
If positively confirmed, the established BT connection remains in place and the
remote station's BT address remains in the pairing list.
 Scenario 2: There is still no pairing with the remote station, user does not accept
connection.
Pairing must be undertaken when establishing the connection. Once the
connection is established, the user must confirm the connection with the remote
station.
If negatively confirmed, the BT connection is terminated again and the pairing with
the remote station removed from the list.
 Scenario 3: There is already a pairing to the remote station with the same PIN,
user does not accept the connection.
Because there was already a pairing with the remote station with the same PIN
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before the connection was established, pairing is no longer undertaken when
establishing the connection. The user need simply to confirm the connection.
If positively confirmed, the established BT connection is retained.
If negatively confirmed, the established BT connection is closed again.
Pairing with the remote station is retained in both cases.
 Scenario 4: There is already a pairing with the remote station with another PIN,
user does not accept the connection.
Because the pairing that exists with the remote station was undertaken with a
different PIN, the pairing for the remote station is deleted before the connection is
established. A new pairing must be undertaken for establishing the connection and
the user must confirm the connection.
If positively confirmed, the established BT connection is retained, the pairing with
the remote station is entered for the emotach in the pairing status data with the
new PIN.
If negatively confirmed, the established BT connection is closed again. The remote
station's pairing with the old PIN is re-established in the application data.
Establishing connection for waiting service
Comment: In the following scenarios, pairing is described for cases where just one
service is waiting for the connection to be established.
 Scenario 1:
If there is already a connection to a service from a remote station and if another
connection is established to this remote station, this takes place without a new
pairing (using the PIN from the first service).
 Scenario 2:
If there is already a pairing to the remote station with another PIN, but no active
connection to this remote station, the emotach deletes this pairing before starting
the connection.
 Scenario 3:
If there is already a pairing to the remote station with the same PIN, but no active
connection to this remote station, a new pairing is not undertaken. The connection
is then established with this pairing.
When checking the BT addresses after establishing the connection, if it is found
that connection is to an incorrect remote station, the connection is terminated again
(see chapter 4.1.1) and the list of paired devices again updated before the
connection is established. It takes not longer than 200 ms to check the addresses.
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Establishing connection with several services
Preconditions:


More than one service waiting for the connection to be established by the

remote station


There is still no BT address in the pairing list which matches a BT address

from the configurations of the services waiting for a connection to be established
The table below contains the possible combinations of BT address and PIN in the
event of two services waiting for a connection to be established.
Properties of waiting services (the configuration of

Handling

service X contains the address of remote station X
and the PIN X for the pairing)
Configurations of service1 and service2 have different BT

See scenario 1

addresses and the same PIN
Configurations of service1 and service2 have different BT

See scenario 2

addresses and different PINs
Configurations of service1 and service2 have the same

See scenario 3

BT address and same PIN
Configuration of service1 and service2 has the same BT

Not possible, attempts to

address and different PINs

start the second service are
terminated with an error
message.

 Scenario 1: (Remote station1 ≠ remote station2, PIN1 = PIN2 = PIN)
While both services are waiting for the connection to be established, remote
station1 and/or remote station2 is only connected if this station authenticates itself
with the PIN.
Any other attempts to establish a connection (e.g. attempt to make connection with
another PIN or another remote station) are ignored, and station continues to wait
for a valid connection to be established.
As soon as the first service is connected, and just one service is waiting for the
connection to be established, the normal connection conditions for just one waiting
service apply.
 Scenario 2: (Remote station1 ≠ remote station2, PIN1 ≠ PIN2)
While both services are waiting for the connection to be established, remote
station1 is only connected if it authenticates itself with PIN1 and/or remote station2
is only connected if it authenticates itself with PIN2.
Any other attempts to establish a connection (e.g. attempt to make connection with
another PIN or another remote station) are ignored, and station continues to wait
for a valid connection to be established.
As soon as just one service is waiting for the connection to be established, the
connection conditions for just one waiting service apply.
 Scenario 3: (Remote station1 = remote station2, PIN1 = PIN2)
The same rules as described for scenario 1 apply.
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Encryption
Encryption can be activated to protect the transfer of data between the Bluetooth
devices.
To do this one device transmits a request to switch into encrypted mode. The other
device confirms this or rejects the request and terminates the connection.
Safety mode
Bluetooth recognises three different safety modes: modes 1, 2 and 3. In mode 1 no
safety mechanisms such as authentication and encryption are required, in mode 2
safety mechanisms are required depending on the protocols at higher levels and in
mode 3 the safety mechanisms for all connections are required.
The emotach uses mode 2. Other devices can therefore access the service records
without authentication and encryption by e.g. SDP. However if an image is exchanged
using BT FTP, the two devices must first use authentication and encryption.
Master/slave switch and parallel connections
The emotach can be connected with a maximum of 6 devices as master. It can also be
connected with a device as slave.
The emotach can act as the slave twice per connection (results in two connections).
If the emotach already has two connections as a slave, no more connections can be
established from outside.
(In the first stage of this connection the emotach would be a slave and it can only
assume the role of slave for two connections.)
Because the emotach can connect to many devices (devices with emotachDirect,
mobile phone and navigation equipment), it always attempts to be the master of a
connection.
Therefore if the remote stations establish a connection to the emotach, the emotach
always attempts to undertake a master / slave switch to become the master.
The devices with the emotachDirect must allow the master/slave switch to take place.
It is not known whether devices such as mobile phone or navigation equipment also
function as slaves. It may therefore be the case that no more connections can be
established alongside a connection to one of these devices.
If there are two connections in which the emotach adopts the role of slave, one of these
must be closed. The declaration by mobile phone is always terminated (if it exists) and
is not automatically restarted. The connection must be re-established manually
because with this connection the mobile phone must always be close by and the
connection from the emotach to the mobile phone usually has to be confirmed on the
phone.
Several different use cases may run in parallel (provided they don't hamper one
another as described above). Two of the same use case cannot however run in
parallel.
Energy-saving modes: hold, sniff and park
The emotach supports all three energy-saving modes. The emotach itself however only
activates sniff mode.
Properties of connection
Connection establishement:
In case of an automatic start of the connection the remote station has to check
periodically if the emotach is ready for a connectdion establishment. In the initial phase
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after activating the BT module, the service is possibly not immediately ready for the
connection establishement.
In this case the remote station has to repeat the service search after a few seconds.
Connection termination:
Attempts are generally made to maintain an existing BT connection. In other words, a
brief interruption to the transfer at the air interface in the connection level does not
directly result in the connection being terminated at a higher level.
A brief interruption (caused by exiting the communication zone for example) is tolerated
for up to 20 seconds. In other words, if the communication zone is entered again within
this time, an existing connection is maintained and the transfer may be continued.
A physical interruption lasting any longer than this is described as a connection
termination in chapter 4.1.1.
The emotach cannot distinguish between whether the timeout is the result of a timeout
expiring or a physical interruption (after 20 seconds).

4.1.2.3

Bluetooth profiles for communication
The profiles described in this chapter are available.
L2CAP – Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol
The L2CAP profile forms the basis for all profiles. It controls and manages
communication with the higher levels.
GAP – Generic Access Profile
Provides basic functions, such as safety, visibility and other modes, for every Bluetooth
device. This profile provides options for setting the device's user-friendly name, looking
for other devices and also querying their names.
As soon as the corresponding parameters have been set on the emotach, the userfriendly name consists of the emotach ID, master number and number plate.
The BT user-friendly name can only be changed by the emotach itself within the
specified parameters.
The format for the BT user-friendly name is as follows:
OBU KS [aaaaaaaaaa] ST [bbbbbbbbbb] SR [ccccccc]
OBU:
Identifies the BT device as emotach.
KS:
After "KS" and a space, is the vehicle's KontrollSchild (number plate) in square
brackets. Before processing the first declaration, the emotach still has no master data
and therefore also no number plate.
aaaaaaaaaa:
Number plate, variable length, maximum of 10 characters, optional
ST:
After "ST" and a space is the emotach's Stammnummer (master number) in square
brackets. Specification of this value is optional and it is only provided when the
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emotach is in "Bereit für Inbetriebnahme" (Ready for commissioning) or "In Betrieb"
(Operation) status.
bbbbbbbbbb:
Master number, variable length, maximum of 10 characters, values between 1 and
4294967294, optional
SR:
After "SR" and a space, is the emotach's Seriennummer (device number) in square
brackets. This value must be stated.
ccccccc:
Device number, fixed length of 7 characters, values between 2000000 and 2999999
The data is always stated in the order in which it is stated in the name. If certain data is
not yet known (e.g. number plate and master number before commissioning) only the
known data is displayed. The IDs (e.g. KS) and square brackets of the unknown data
are also not displayed. The device number is always known and must therefore always
be included in the name.
Format without number plate and master number:
OBU SR [ccccccc]
Format without number plate:
OBU ST [bbbbbbbbbb] SR [ccccccc]
Format without master number:
OBU KS [aaaaaaaaaa] SR [ccccccc]
Example of a name with all data (number plate = ZH-522 802, master number =
111222333, device number = 2002005):
OBU KS [ZH-522 802] ST [111222333] SR [2002005]
Example of a user-friendly name without number plate and master number (device
number = 2002215):
OBU SR [2002215]
If Bluetooth communication has not been activated on the emotach, Bluetooth is in nondiscoverable and non-connectable mode. Before a server is started, it is set to
connectable and general discoverable mode.
SDP – Service Discovery Protocol
If a Bluetooth device offers services, these can be described in service records. This
service record contains for example a ServiceClassID, a UUID for the service provided.
There are defined ServiceClassIDs for standard services and separate IDs can be
defined for separate services. The service record also states which protocols and
profiles can be used to access the service. The SPP states for example the channel
under which the service can be accessed. A name and description of the service can
also be provided.
The SDP describes how services can be looked for on other devices.
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The following ServiceClassIDs are defined for the services on the emotach:
FTP server for transferring image files:
d7776e68-bb5a-11db-a819-00300508d43a
SPP server for streaming NMEA data (standard value):
00001101-0000-1000-8000-00805f9b34fb
SPP server for streaming HVF additional benefits protocol:
77445e66-d90f-1000-abb2-00300508d43a
Important!
Before any connection establishement, the current channel of the service has to be queried,
as the channel of the services are not fixed. The channel will be awarded depending on the
starting order.

SPP – Serial Port Profile
The SPP uses Bluetooth as a kind of cable substitute. A standard serial connection
which uses the RFCOMM protocol is simulated.
DUN – Dial-up Networking Profile
The DUN uses the Serial Port Profile for communication. A modem connection is
generated. AT commands are transmitted via the underlying serial connection and
interpreted by the remote station for this purpose. A PPP connection, via which a
TCP/IP connection is made available, is established for this purpose.
GOEP – General Object Exchange Profile
The GOEP is a general exchange profile for data. It is independent of the underlying
transfer level. It can therefore base itself both on SPP and TCP/IP and provides a
client-server relationship for exchanging data.
The OBEX-FTP profile is defined on this basis. This permits the transfer of files
between two devices.
Using the File Transfer Profile (FTP) for the emotach
HVF image files and SW updates are transferred using the BT File Transfer Profile
(FTP). An FTP server runs on the emotach as this takes place. FTP is used with the
limitations described in this chapter. It is therefore no longer possible for a BT FTP
client to connect a standard application with the emotach.
Establishing connection:
The FTP server is running on the emotach . The emotach also has a corresponding
service record with a particular ServiceClassID (see SDP profile). The remote station is
therefore a client. The client can use the service record to determine the channel
number and then establish an SPP connection to the server. It then sends a CONNECT
request to the server. The command headers are not evaluated on the server. In
particular a target header, which is set on the browsing folder, is not evaluated. The
client is never shown which files are located on the emotach.
If successful, the CONNECT request is responded to with response code 0xA0.
Exchanging files
After the connection has been established files are exchanged. The client must send
PUT and GET requests. The sequence in which the files (incl. file names) are
transferred is described in the corresponding use cases in chapter 4.1.1.
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PUT operation:
The client's PUT request must include the header name with the corresponding name
stated in chapter 4.1.1.1. The header length must also be set. The data is transferred in
the body/end of body header.
Only files up to a particular size can be transferred to the emotach. If the details in the
header length already exceed this size, the request is rejected (code 0xC3,
"Forbidden"). Receipt is always terminated when the size stated in the header length is
reached.
The server transmits a PUT response to the request. This response contains response
code 0x90 ("Continue") or 0xA0 ("OK, Success") in the event of success. In the event of
an error, the response code is 0xC3 ("Forbidden"), if the server is not waiting for a PUT
request with the corresponding name or name and/or header length has not been
defined or the header length has been set to 0. If an internal error has occurred when
processing the request, the response code is set to 0xD0 ("Internal Server Error").
GET operation:
The client can use a GET request to request the file. It must set the header name
accordingly for this.
The server then transmits a GET response, with response code, header name and if
successful also the file requested in the body/end of body header. If a success, the
response code is 0x90 ("Continue") or 0xA0 ("OK, Success"). If not a success, the
response is 0xC4 ("Not Found"), if the server is not waiting for a GET request with the
corresponding name. The response code is 0xC0 ("Bad Request"), if the GET request
does not have a name in its header.
Recommended remote station behaviour for PUT and GET requests:
A PUT or GET request to the server on the emotach is only ever successful if the
emotach is ready to transmit or receive a file. For example, if the emotach is still busy
evaluating an image, it cannot return a status message.
The recommended action is therefore for the remote station to poll during each request.
This means that it transmits requests to the emotach at short intervals until this is
successful, an error code is received or a timeout occurred on the remote device. This
is recommended for both PUT and GET requests (also when first sending a request
after establishing a connection).
The remote device should consider that the processing time of every request image
may differ and that the time to poll for a response differs too.
In particular situations processing time may reach 90 seconds, a processing time less
than 10 seconds should be the normal case.
Folder for exchanging data:
The emotach has just one folder for storing the files which are exchanged via BT FTP.
Sub-folders must not be created in this folder. The SETPATH request from the server is
not supported on the emotach.

4.1.3

HVF data images status message
When transferring images, status messages for the transfer of HVF data images are
transferred in a file from the emotach to the remote station.
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This status message always consists of device number and master number if this has
already been set. The aim of such a status message is to inform the client whether to
expect an image confirmation at all. This confirmation will contain the errors which
terminated the emotach.
If it was possible for the image to be read, the jobs are listed with their IDs.
If no error has occurred when processing a job, only the ID will be positioned between the
<auftrag> tags.
If an error has occurred, the error is stated with ID and with the error message text (lines 15, each separated by a space), which is displayed on the HMI.
The error message appears in the language configured for the HMI on the emotach.
If the image could not be read in full because for example the signature header is incorrect,
the error is stated directly and the <auftrag> tags are not used.
The status message always contains the <imagemeldungfollows> tag which states whether
an image message is still made available after the status message.
The status message is in XML format with ISO-8859-1 character coding (corresponds to
LATIN-1).
Status messages are defined as follows:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?>
<obuImage>
<stammnummer>[master number]</stammnummer>
<seriennummer>[device number]</seriennummer>
<error>
<id>[image error ID]</id>
<txt>[error message]</txt>
</error>
<auftrag>
<id>[job 1 ID]</id>
<txt>[error message]</txt>
</auftrag>
<auftrag>
<id>[job 2 ID]</id>
<error>
<id>[error ID 1]</id>
<txt>[error message]</txt>
</error>
</auftrag>
<auftrag>
<id>[job 3 ID]</id>
<error>
<id>[error ID 2]</id>
<txt>[error message]</txt>
</error>
</auftrag>
<imagemeldungfollows>"FALSE"</imagemeldungfollows>
</obuImage>
Example of a status message for an image with 3 jobs which could all be undertaken
successfully:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?>
<obuImage>
<stammnummer>34567</stammnummer>
<seriennummer>678967</seriennummer>
<auftrag>
<id>0x0102</id>
</auftrag>
<auftrag>
<id>0x0103</id>
</auftrag>
<auftrag>
<id>0x0117</id>
</auftrag>
<imagemeldungfollows>"FALSE"</imagemeldungfollows>
</obuImage>
Here is an example of a status message for an image with 3 jobs where the first has been
processed with success and the second and third have each been terminated with an error.
An error text is provided for the first error (2nd job) but not for the second error (3rd job).
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?>
<obuImage>
<stammnummer>34567</stammnummer>
<seriennummer>678967</seriennummer>
<auftrag>
<id>0x0102</id>
</auftrag>
<auftrag>
<id>0x0103</id>
<error>
<id>17</id>
<txt>Auftrags CRC ist nicht korrekt</txt>
</error>
</auftrag>
<auftrag>
<id>0x0117</id>
<error>
<id>86</id>
</error>
</auftrag>
<imagemeldungfollows>"FALSE"</imagemeldungfollows>
</obuImage>
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Example of an incorrect header signature in the image:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="iso-8859-1"?>
<obuImage>
<stammnummer>34567</stammnummer>
<seriennummer>678967</seriennummer>
<error>
<id>4711</id>
<txt>HeaderSignatur nicht korrekt</txt>
</error>
<imagemeldungfollows>"FALSE"</imagemeldungfollows>
</obuImage>

4.2

Technical description of emotachDirect web service
The emotachDirect provides two functions via a web service (SOAP).
The "GetEmptyImage" method allows the last valid declaration job image for a particular
vehicle to be obtained. The "PutDeklImage" method allows a declaration message image
to be transferred to the emotachDirect database.
The following framework conditions apply:
•

HTTPS is used as the protocol.

•

Authentication is needed for all functions via basic authentication (user name,
password).

4.2.1

GetEmptyImage
Description
Reads the last valid declaration job image for a vehicle from the emotachDirect database.
IN parameter
Master number

Master number of vehicle as unsigned int

OUT parameter
GetEmptyImageResult

Query status

Image

Declaration job image as byte 64 array (present when
GetEmptyImageResult is OKAY)

Query status
Status

Description

OKAY

The operation was undertaken correctly.

NO_IMAGE

There is no declaration job image in the emotachDirect database for

FZ_UNKNOWN

The master number stated does not exist in the emotachDirect

the master number stated.
database.
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NOT_EDEKL

The emotachDirect is not configured for the electronic declaration.

ERROR

An unexpected error has occurred.
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4.2.2

PutDeklImage
Description
Writes the image of a declaration message to the emotachDirect database.
IN parameter
Image

Declaration message image as byte 64 array

OUT parameter
PutDeklImageResult

Query status

Query status
Status

Description

OKAY

The operation was undertaken correctly.

FZ_UNKNOWN

The master number stated does not exist in the emotachDirect

NOT_EDEKL

The emotachDirect is not configured for the electronic

IMG_ERROR

The image transferred is invalid.

IMG_SIZE_ERROR

The size of the transferred image is invalid.

IMG_ERR_NO_DEKL

The image transferred is not a declaration message.

IMG_ERROR_CRC

The CRC of the transferred image is wrong.

database. The image could not be saved.
declaration. The image could not be saved.

4.2.3

ERROR

An unexpected error has occurred.

WRONG_WRITE_DATE

This value is not used in this version.

WSDL specification
The following WSDL specification contains the complete description of the web service.
This WSDL is located on the CD in the folder WSDL with the filename
emotachDirect.wsdl.
Before you can use this WSDL you have to adapt the default-location parameter location in
the tag soap-adress to your environment.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<definitions xmlns:http="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/http/"
xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"
xmlns:s="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:tns="http://www.siemens.ch/lsva/fzhsw"
xmlns:soapenc="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
xmlns:tm="http://microsoft.com/wsdl/mime/textMatching/"
xmlns:mime="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/mime/"
targetNamespace="http://www.siemens.ch/lsva/fzhsw"
xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/">
<types>
<s:schema elementFormDefault="qualified"
targetNamespace="http://www.siemens.ch/lsva/fzhsw">
<s:element name="GetEmptyImage">
<s:complexType>
<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"
name="Stammnummer" type="s:unsignedInt" />
</s:sequence>
</s:complexType>
</s:element>
<s:element name="GetEmptyImageResponse">
<s:complexType>
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<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"
name="GetEmptyImageResult" type="tns:IrDeklStatus" />
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"
name="Image" type="s:base64Binary" />
</s:sequence>
</s:complexType>
</s:element>
<s:simpleType name="IrDeklStatus">
<s:restriction base="s:string">
<s:enumeration value="OKAY" />
<s:enumeration value="NO_IMAGE" />
<s:enumeration value="FZ_UNKNOWN" />
<s:enumeration value="NOT_EDEKL" />
<s:enumeration value="IMG_ERROR" />
<s:enumeration value="IMG_ERR_NO_DEKL" />
<s:enumeration value="IMG_SIZE_ERROR" />
<s:enumeration value="WRONG_WRITE_DATE" />
<s:enumeration value="IMG_ERROR_CRC" />
<s:enumeration value="ERROR" />
</s:restriction>
</s:simpleType>
<s:element name="PutDeklImage">
<s:complexType>
<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"
name="Image" type="s:base64Binary" />
</s:sequence>
</s:complexType>
</s:element>
<s:element name="PutDeklImageResponse">
<s:complexType>
<s:sequence>
<s:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"
name="PutDeklImageResult" type="tns:IrDeklStatus" />
</s:sequence>
</s:complexType>
</s:element>
</s:schema>
</types>
<message name="GetEmptyImageSoapIn">
<part name="parameters" element="tns:GetEmptyImage" />
</message>
<message name="GetEmptyImageSoapOut">
<part name="parameters" element="tns:GetEmptyImageResponse" />
</message>
<message name="PutDeklImageSoapIn">
<part name="parameters" element="tns:PutDeklImage" />
</message>
<message name="PutDeklImageSoapOut">
<part name="parameters" element="tns:PutDeklImageResponse" />
</message>
<portType name="IrDeklarationSoap">
<operation name="GetEmptyImage">
<documentation>Get a declaration request from the FZHSW
database</documentation>
<input message="tns:GetEmptyImageSoapIn" />
<output message="tns:GetEmptyImageSoapOut" />
</operation>
<operation name="PutDeklImage">
<documentation>Put a declaration response into the FZHSW
database</documentation>
<input message="tns:PutDeklImageSoapIn" />
<output message="tns:PutDeklImageSoapOut" />
</operation>
</portType>
<binding name="IrDeklarationSoap" type="tns:IrDeklarationSoap">
<soap:binding transport=http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http
style="document" />
<operation name="GetEmptyImage">
<soap:operation
soapAction=http://www.siemens.ch/lsva/fzhsw/GetEmptyImage
style="document" />
<input>
<soap:body use="literal" />
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</input>
<output>
<soap:body use="literal" />
</output>
</operation>
<operation name="PutDeklImage">
<soap:operation
soapAction="http://www.siemens.ch/lsva/fzhsw/PutDeklImage"
style="document" />
<input>
<soap:body use="literal" />
</input>
<output>
<soap:body use="literal" />
</output>
</operation>
</binding>
<service name="IrDeklaration">
<documentation>Fzhsw Web Service Interface</documentation>
<port name="IrDeklarationSoap"
binding="tns:IrDeklarationSoap">
<soap:address
location="https://localhost/IrDeklaration.asmx" />
</port>
</service>
</definitions>

4.3

Use of the HVF chip cards
For the declaration also HVF chip cards can be used. This chapter describes the structure
of the HVF chip card and their contents.

4.3.1

Functional description of the HVF chip card
Both the structure and content of the images are independent of the data channel/ -medium
used for transmission. Each HVF chip card contains a block of data called chip card header
with information about the chip card. This is independent of an at most stored image on the
chip card (this being always admitted maximum ONE image per chip card). In the HVF
system only chip cards with clearly defined properties are being used. So that chip cards
with clearly defined properties can be recognized automatically and be processed, chip card
specific information is electronically stored on the chip. This information describing the
individual physical data medium is included in a block of data independent of the image, the
chip card header.
The chip card header is written during the production of the chip card and is not allowed to
be deleted or overwritten. The chip card header always has the same constant size.
The chip card header contains the following functional elements:

4.3.2

►

information about the memory size of the card

►

definite identification of the chip card

►

information about the appearance of the chip card

►

information about the time of the chip production

Technical description
The byte order in the chip card header and in the image is little endian. Therefore it will
deposit the least significant byte at the lowest memory address.
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All integer values in the following tables are unsigned and positive.
On a chip card the image is placed immediately after the chip card header (addresses
0x0000 – 0x003F), i. e. the image starts at the address 0x0040 of the chip card. The image
is of variable size, which is stated in the data element “size” (see chapter 4.3.2.2) of the
images.

4.3.2.1

Chip card header
The stated addresses in the following tables refer to the chip card.

start / end

data

address

lenght

data element

description
description / function

(hex)

(byte)

range

0000 – 0000

1

ATR_H1 = INT1

Pseudo ATR:

0001 – 0001

1

ATR_H2 = INT1 ENUM {

Coded with ISO7816. Primary defines the size

"8KB (32B)" (59),

of the applied chip card (f.e. 8, 16, 32, 64 or
128 Kbyte). The detailed assembling see

"16KB (32B)" (67),

below.

"32KB (32B)" (75),

The ATR_H2 ENUM values describe the size

"64KB (32B)" (83),

of the card in kilo byte and each time in

"8KB (64B)" (187),

brackets the maximum write cycle in byte, see

"16KB (64B)" (195),

as well the detailed assembling below.

"32KB (64B)" (203),
"64KB (64B)" (211),
0002 – 0002

1

ATR_H3 = INT1

0003 – 0003

1

ATR_H4 = INT1

0004 - 0007

4

CK_Nr = INT4

Chip card number:
(0 .. 4'294'967'295)
value 0 = undefined

0008 - 0009

2

Layout = INT2

Chip card layout:
(0 … 65'535)
value 0 = undefined
value 100 = declaration

000A – 0015

12

--

not documented

0016 – 0019

4

Stammnummer = INT4,

Stammnummer (master number):
(0 .. 4'294'967'295)
value 0 = undefined

001A - 003F

38

--

not documented

Detailed assembling of the Pseudo-ATR:
The following table shows the detailed assembling of the Pseudo-ATR.
ATR H1
b7

b6

b5

b4

b3

b2

b1

b0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Record type: 1000 = I2C-Bus
ATR H2
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RFU

Nach ISO definiert
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b7

b6

b5

b4

b3

b2

b1

b0

0=32Byte

x

x

x

x

0

1

1

1=64Byte
max. Write

0111 = 8Kbyte, 1000 = 16Kbyte, 1001 = 32Kbyte …

Zyklus

Lenght of the data elements in bits: 2
=> 8bit data lenght = 011

ATR H3
b7

b6

b5

b4

b3

b2

b1

b0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

ISO 7816-4
ATR H4
b7

b6

b5

b4

b3

b2

b1

b0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0: DIR not

No hand on DIR

existing

4.3.2.2

Image
The stated addresses in the following tables refer to the image:

start / end
address
(hex)

data
lenght
(byte)

data element

0000 - 0001

2

Erkennung = INT2

description
description / function
range
Erkennung (recognition): value hex 0200 = decimal
512 (marks the image as HVF-II image)

0002 - 0005

4

--

not documented

0006 - 0009

4

Groesse = INT4

Groesse (size): range 0 .. 4'294'967'295
the size contains the total size of the topical image in
bytes.

000A – 008C

131

--

not documented

008D - 008D

1

EmpfaengerTyp = INT1

EmpfaengerTyp (recipient type): Serves the marking
of the sender type in the image header.
value 0= IS-LSVA
value 3 und 8 = emotach
value 4 = emotachDirect
remaining values = not documented
range 0 .. 255

008E - 0091

4

--

Not documented

0092 – 0095

4

EmpfaengerID2 = INT4

EmpfaengerID2 (recipientID2):
In case of a contract for the OBU this section contains
the master number or the value 0
range 0 .. 4'294'967'295
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0096 - 0096

1

AbsenderTyp = INT1

AbsenderTyp (sender type): Serves the marking of the
sender type in the image header
value 0= IS-LSVA
value 3 and 8 = emotach
value 4 = emotachDirect
remaining values = not documented
range 0 .. 255

0097 – 009A

4

--

not documented

009B - 009E

4

AbsenderID2 = INT4

AbsenderID2 (senderID2):
In case of a report of the OBU this section contains
the master number
range 0 .. 4'294'967'295

009F - 058F

1275

--

0590 -

not documented
From here jobs alternatively messages

4.3.3

Deployed chip cards
In the HVF system standard memory chip cards according ISO 7816-1 and ISO 7816-2 with
a memory capacity between 8kByte and 64kByte are deployed. These are provided with
chips from the producers Atmel or Microchip.
It’s about memory cards without further logic.

4.3.4

Regulations
The following regulations concerning recording and storing of HVF chip cards have to be
complied with.

4.3.4.1

Recording of HVF chip cards
►

The chip card header must not be modified.

►

The image which has to be stored is only allowed to be recorded on a for it intended
chip card. For the declaration using registered keeper software exclusively the chip
card declaration is intended. The chip card can be electronically identified via the data
element layout in the chip card header.

►

The receiver of an image has to fit the master number imprinted on the chip card. The
master number definitely identifies a vehicle in the HVF system. The imprinted master
number can be electronically identified via the data element in the chip card header.

►

Before the recording of a chip card it has to be ensured that there is space for the
image on the chip card.

4.3.4.2

Storing of HVF chip cards
►

It only is admitted to store the image of a chip card. The chip card header is not allowed
to be stored (as well).
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5 Development kit
5.1

List and description of scope of supply
The scope of supply of the development kit contains the following components:
►

The emotach including user manual

►

emotachDirect CD

►

CD development kit
User manual for BT services (PDF)
User manual for emotach (PDF)
Database backup for the emotachDirect (including images)
Bluetooth demo program for exchanging images
Development environment including source files for Bluetooth demo program

►

1 set of chip cards
2x declaration
2x private list of trailers
2x private read-out
2x private configuration
4x trailer/semi-trailer

►

5.2
5.2.1

1 device holder

Installing the emotach
Removing connector panel cover

Fig. 18 – Removing connector panel cover
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Note
The connector panel cover is only snapped on, not screwed on. The retaining screws are in
the bag of accessories provided.

Remove cover from emotach connector panel:

5.2.2

1.

Gently pull connector panel cover outwards (pos. 1),

2.

then pull up and off (pos. 2).

Connecting connection cable

Fig. 19 – Connecting connection cable to emotach

1.

Plug connection cable (pos. 1) into plug A (pos. 2) of emotach's connector panel.

Note
Ensure that the plug snaps in correctly and that a permanent contact is therefore ensured.

Important!
The single-use and rechargeable battery must not be removed because otherwise the
emotach will go into error status.

5.3

Connecting up power and signal
The diagram below shows how the emotach is connected to the electricity supply.
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Fig. 20 – Overview of electrical connection to the emotach.

The emotach's power supply should be connected as follows for the development kit:
►

Earth, negative (31).

►

Permanent power supply +9 V…+32 V DC (30).

►

Positive switched via ignition switch (15). To simplify the process, the power can be
connected to the permanent current (grey).

►

v pulse output. The signal is needed to simulate travel. We would recommend
connecting to a signal according to chapter 5.3.1.

►

Trailer detection: the connection is not needed for the development kit.

►

Limit button: the connection is not needed for the development kit.

Important!
If possible please leave the emotach connected to the power supply during use so that the
battery is not used unnecessarily. The battery cannot be replaced automatically!

5.3.1

emotach tacho simulation (V signal)
The tachograph's travel pulse output is used to record distance.
The input for the travel pulse signals is created from the tachograph.
The specifications for the signal input are observed:
Rectangular signal:
►

Vlow = 0V…3V

►

Vhigh = 4.5V…36V
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Pulse width:
►

T > 0.1msec

Frequency:
►

fmax = 3kHz

Input resistance:
►

5.4

R > 10 kΩ

Producing test data
If you need more log entries, these can be produced manually. New log entries are
produced as follows:
►

The Device status (Status Gerät) log entry is produced every night (only if the
device is in operation) or if the emotach starts up for a new day.

►

The Period end (Periodenende) log entry is produced on the first log entry
Device status (Status Gerät) after a month change.

►

The Declaration (Deklaration) log entry is produced each time a declaration
has been processed.

►

The Trailer on (Anhänger an) and/or Trailer off (Anhänger ab) log
entry can be produced automatically. You will find a description of this in point [3]
chapters 5.2 and 5.3. After the attaching or detaching the trailer will also need a ride.

5.5

Operating the emotach
Controls and display elements

3
2
1

Description of emotach buttons.

1)

OK button

2)

BT button

3)

Bluetooth status

General note
The emotach's HMI is blocked during travel (V pulse).
The BT connection to a remote station only works when the vehicle is stationary.
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Configuring BT button
The BT button (2) on the emotach can be configured for a Bluetooth service (transfer of
images and declaration by mobile phone). A corresponding chip card “Private
Konfiguration” (private configuration) (configuring BT button) must be produced for this
purpose using the emotachDirect.
1)

Use the emotachDirect to produce the corresponding chip card for configuring
the BT button (2).

2)

Insert the chip card in the emotach's card slot.

3)

You are asked whether the job is to be processed or not. Press the OK
button (1). The following note then appears on the emotach display:Hinweis
Auftrag erfolgreich ausgeführt (Note: job carried out successfully).

4)

To start the BT service, press the BT button (2).
The following text appears in the emotach's display: BT-Deklaration Dienst
gestartet Warten auf eingehende Verbindung (BT declaration service
started, wait for incoming connection).

The emotach waits for incoming connections and the Bluetooth status display (3)
flashes. If the remote station is detected and, in the case of communication by mobile
phone, if a connection to the FTP server is successfully established, the Bluetooth
status display (3) lights up permanently and a signal is sounded by way of confirmation.
Configuring and manually starting BT services
Configuration of BT services and manual starting of such services is described in point
[3] in chapters 7.6 and 7.8.
Error messages in general
The following error messages may appear in conjunction with the emotach. The causes
and measures are described in the following tables.
Number
7140

Message

Cause

Measure

Error

BT button (2) is not

Use the emotachDirect to

BT declaration:

configured

produce the chip card for

The selected service is not

configuring private

configured

configuration with BT

(Fehler BT-Deklaration

button and process in the

Der gewählte

emotach

Dienst ist nicht konfiguriert.)
7120

Error

BT button (2) only works

Stop vehicle as suits traffic

BT declaration:

when vehicle is

situation and press BT

Transmission not possible,

stationary

button (2) again.

Error

Remote station has not

Check remote station's BT

BT declaration:

connected within timeout.

configuration

Remote station has not

Check remote station's BT

veh. moving
(Fehler BT-Deklaration:
Übertragung nicht möglich,
Fahrzeug fährt)
7133

Partner not connecting
(Fehler BT-Deklaration:
Partner Verbindet sich
nicht)
7135

Error
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BT declaration:

transferred a file after a

Transmission error

timeout.

configuration

(Fehler BT-Deklaration:
Übertragungsfehler)
7136

Error

Remote station has not

Check remote station's BT

BT declaration:

requested file with status

configuration

Transmission error

messages after timeout.

(Fehler BT-Deklaration:
Übertragungsfehler)

Chip card error messages
Number

Message

Cause

Measure

4006

Error

Chip card removed from

Wait briefly, insert chip

Chip card:

the emotach prematurely.

card again,

4011

Card removed prematurely

repeat process.

(Fehler Chipkarte: Karte

Alternatively, use new

wurde vorzeitig entfernt)

chip card.

Error

Chip card defective or

Insert chip card correctly.

Chipcard:

incorrectly inserted. (Chip

Check chip card with the

Unreadable

card turned over,

emotachDirect.

(Fehler Chipkarte: Nicht

incorrect side inserted).

lesbar)
4028

Error

The acquired data could

Check the data entered in

Data check:

not be accepted for

emotachDirect.

Invalid value

plausibility reasons.

(Fehler Datenprüfung:
Ungültiger Wert)
4029

Error

Chip card is in wrong

Use suitable chip card.

Data check:

emotach (device

Check chip card with the

Wrong emotach

number).

emotachDirect.

Error

Chip card is not intended

Use suitable chip card.

Data check:

for the emotach.

Check chip card with the

Not for emotach

This error message

emotachDirect.

(Fehler Datenprüfung: Nicht

appears when a chip card

für emotach)

declaration is used for the

(Fehler Datenprüfung:
Falsches emotach)

4066

second time for example.

4067

Error

Chip card is in wrong

Use suitable chip card.

Data check:

vehicle (master number).

Check chip card with the

Wrong vehicle

emotachDirect.

(Fehler Datenprüfung:
Falsches Fahrzeug)

4074

Error

The validity date for the

Data check:

chip card has passed.

Validity expired
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(Fehler Datenprüfung:
Gültigkeit abgelaufen)

5.6

Emotach device status
The emotach may enter an error status when operating with the development kit. This may
be for one of the following reasons:
►

A longer journey (approx. 1h) has been simulated and the device status is yellow:
a pulse for trailer detection must be briefly provided (connection to permanent current).
The device status then changes back to green.

►

The emotach has been moved violently and the device status is yellow:
the emotach writes a "Fahrt ohne Tacho" (Travel without tacho) log entry which can be
seen. A V pulse must be briefly provided in order to exit this status. The device status
then changes back to green.

►

The emotach has been operated without power for a long period and the device status
is yellow:
if the battery falls below a threshold value, a "Batterie wechseln" (Change battery) log
entry is written. You should operate the emotach with a power supply and contact the
Directorate General of Customs.

If the emotach enters an error status for any other reason, you should contact the
Directorate General of Customs. You will find the points of contact in chapter 6.

5.7

5.7.1

Description of test data
•

Backup database for the emotachDirect (see 5.7.1)
DB_Backup.bak

•

Test emotach 701.083.969 with log entries (see 5.7.2)

Backup database
List of vehicles
The database contains 3 vehicles which have been recorded in the application using a
declaration job. The majority of master data for these vehicles is completed:
Master number

Number plate

701.083.957
701.083.969
701.083.970

BE 700 001

Country

Internal designation

CH

Vehicle 1

CH

Vehicle 2, test emotach

CH

Vehicle 3

Each of these vehicles has a declaration job in the database. Each of these jobs addresses
the emotach via the master number. When a declaration message is first processed, the
emotachDirect learns the device number and provides its recording (own dialogue).
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List of trailers
The database contains 2 trailers which have been recorded manually in the emotachDirect:
Master number

Type

Number plate

Internal number

Weight

444.555.666

Trailer

XY 321654

456

6.7t

444.555.667

Trailer

XY 321655

457

7.2t

Note
The access data and login for Directorate General of Customs web services have been
removed from the database. Communication between the emotachDirect and the
Directorate General of Customs is not possible with this backup database.

5.7.2

Log entries of the emotach supplied
The declaration message, which generates the emotach supplied when processing jobs
contains the following log entries:
km reading
Trailer off (Anhänger ab)

1530.0

Entry CH Author (Einfahrt CH Autor)

1525.0

Trailer on (Anhänger an)

1523.0

Trailer off (Anhänger ab)

1520.0

Trailer on (Anhänger an)

1518.0

Trailer off (Anhänger ab)

1515.0

Exit CH Author (Ausfahrt CH Autor)

1510.0

Trailer on (Anhänger an)

1507.0

Initialisation (Initialisierung)

1500.0

Holder seal (Halter Plomb.)

1500.0

Connect. Seal (ASF Plombierung)

1500.0

Start-up (Inbetriebnahme)

1500.0
0.0

Start-up (Startup)
The log entries are produced by the following steps:
No.

Step

Log entry

km
reading

1

Test emotach with master number

Start-up (Startup)

701.083.969 and km reading = 1500km,

Start-up

1500.0

0.0

commission with emotachService

(Inbetriebnahme)

1500.0

Connect. Seal (ASF

1500.0

Plombierung)
Holder seal (Halter
Plomb.)
2

Initialise emotach with master and

Initialisation

contract data

(Initialisierung)

3

Read trailer list chip card on the

-

emotach and transfer list
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4
5

7km travel

Trailer on (Anhänger

Connect trailer XY 321654

an)

3km travel

Exit CH Author

Read in customs office card and

(Ausfahrt CH Autor)

1507.0
1510.0

process. Then press CH button. The
green light in the button goes out
6
7
8
9
10

5km travel

Trailer off

Disconnect trailer

(Anhänger ab)

3km travel

Trailer on (Anhänger

Connect trailer XY 321655

an)

2km travel

Trailer off

Disconnect trailer

(Anhänger ab)

3km travel

Trailer on (Anhänger

Connect trailer XY 321655

an)

2km travel

Entry CH Author

Read in customs office card and

(Einfahrt CH Autor)

1515.0
1518.0
1520.0
1523.0
1525.0

process. Then press CH button. The
green light in the button comes on
11

5km travel

Trailer off

Disconnect trailer

(Anhänger ab)

1530.0

The km reading for the emotach supplied may vary. Additional log entries which are not
listed here may be produced over time.

5.8
5.8.1

Demo program for exchanging images by Bluetooth
System requirements
The following system requirements are needed for the BT demo program for exchanging an
image:
►

One of the following Microsoft Windows operating systems:
► Windows Vista Home Premium or Vista Business
► Windows XP Home or Windows XP Professional with service pack 2 (SP2) or more
recent installed

►

Minimum of 250 MB of free memory

►

CD-ROM drive for accessing the installation medium

The system requirements for the emotachDirect are described in the emotachDirect
manual.

5.8.2

Functioning BT adapter
Installation of the standard Microsoft driver has been tested with the following BT adapters
and these have been found to work with the BT demo program:
►

MSI Star Key 2.0 Bluetooth Adapter
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►

D-Link DBT-122 USB Bluetooth Adapter

►

Targus ACB20EU Bluetooth adapter 2.0

►

Belkin Bluetooth USB Adapter, 100 metres

In principle it should also be possible for other BT adapters to be used. You must simply
ensure that the standard Microsoft Bluetooth driver is used. The siemensbth.inf file
located in the directory Tools may have to be adapted.

5.8.3

Connecting BT adapter
Proceed as follows to install a BT adapter:
1.

Plug the BT adapter into a USB socket. The operating system detects the new device
and automatically starts the installation routine.

2.

A dialogue appears in which you must select the location from which a suitable driver is to
be obtained for the new device. Select the Software von einer Liste oder bestimmten
Quelle installieren (für fortgeschrittene Benutzer) (Install software from a list or
certain source (for advanced users) option and click on Weiter (Next).

3.

In the next dialogue, select the Folgende Quelle ebenfalls durchsuchen (Also scan
following source) option and select the Tools folder on the CD-ROM. The
siemensbth.inf file you need is located in this folder. Confirm your selection by
clicking on Weiter (Next).

4.

5.8.4

The software is then installed.

Operating BT demo program
The BT demo program can be found in the 'BT-Demoapplication' (BT demo application)
folder on the CD-ROM. This demo program has been produced for the console and can
only be operated via the console.
The demo program is used for exchanging images with an emotach.
The program is called as follows: btdemo.exe [parameter]
Parameters
Parameter

Description

--help

Use this parameter to provide help.

-d

This parameter can be used to read out the separate MAC address of

--device

the Bluetooth adapter. The configuration can be set in the emotach
using this address.

-i

This parameter starts a search for Bluetooth devices and outputs to the

--inq

console.

-s

This parameter can be used to transmit a job image to an emotach and

--send

obtain the response image.
The other parameters must be entered in the following format: [MAC
address including colons] [PIN] [Path and file name of job image] [Path
and file name for saving status message] [Path and file name for saving
image message]
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The path names can either be relative or absolute.
For example: btdemo –s 00:0a:3a:5c:32:12 123456 auftrag.img
statusmeldung.xml imagemeldung.img

Important!
The Bluetooth adapter should always be connected before using the BT demo program!

5.8.5

Structure of development environment
Tools used
The following tools and libraries were used for the development:
MinGW (public domain licence, can be used freely as build tool)
Build environment with compiler
CMake (BSD licence)
Configuration of build environment
Microsoft SDK (Microsoft licence, can be freely used without changes)
Program library for Bluetooth functions
Obex FTP (LGPL)
Program library for OBEX FTP functions
MinGW
MinGW version 5.1.4 has been used. Since the version used cannot be selected via
the installer, a ZIP file which simply has to be unzipped has been produced for version
5.1.4. This file is located in the Tools folder and is called mingw-5.1.4.zip.
In the C:\ folder, produce a folder called MinGW and unzip this ZIP file to this folder.
MinGW is then already installed on your computer.
To remove MinGW, you simply have to delete this C:\MinGW folder from your system.
This path has been used in this example. If you select a different path, you may have to
enter different values at some stages.
CMake
CMake version 2.6.4 has been used. You will find the installer for this version in the
Tools folder. It is called cmake-2.6.4-win32-x86.exe.
Proceed as follows to install CMake:
Starting installation
Please launch the installation wizard with the file supplied and click through the wizard
until you reach the installation options.
When you get to the installation options you should select Add CMake to the system
PATH for all users and then confirm by selecting Weiter (Next).
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Selecting installation options

Selecting destination folder
You now have to select the destination folder for the installation. C:\Program
Files\CMake 2.6 is proposed as standard. The standard path has been used in these
instructions. If you use a different path, you may require other steps which are not
described in these installation instructions.

Selecting destination folder for installation

Microsoft SDK
Since only a very small part of Microsoft SDK is used, these files can be found on this
CD-ROM. This saves you from having to download the SDK. This extract of the SDK is
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located in the Source BT-Demoapplication  libraries  mssdk folder on the CDROM.
The entire SDK can be installed using the setup.exe installation program which is
located in the Tools folder on the CD-ROM.
Obex FTP
For transfers via Obex FTP, use the Obex-FTP library of the same name in version
0.22. One can find more information about this library with the following link:
http://dev.zuckschwerdt.org/openobex/wiki/ObexFtp. This library is already available
pre-compiled in the Source BT-Demoapplication  libraries  obex-win32 folder.
MinGW configuration
In order to compile with MinGW, the folder bin which has been installed in the
installation folder by MinGW must be transferred to the Path system variable. If the
standard destination folder has been used for installation, this is C:\MinGW\bin.
The system variable can be adapted as follows. Under Systemsteuerung (Control
panel), select System. In the following dialogue, go to the Erweitert (Extended) tab
where you will find a button called Umgebungsvariablen (Environment variables).

View of where the environment variables are set

A dialogue now opens and this is where the path variable can be processed. The path
can be added to at the end using ;[PATH]. If the standard installation path has been
used for installation, this is C:\MinGW\bin.
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Adding the MinGW installation folder to the path variable

Compiling the demo program
The BT demo application can now be configured and compiled using a console –
command.exe is used here. First copy the content of the Source BT-Demoapplication
folder to a directory where you have writing rights. Start the console via Start  Run 
Enter cmd and press OK and navigate to the directory where you copied the folder into
the subdirectory application.
In this directory you can use the cmake –G“MinGW Makefiles“ command to
configure the application. This produces the make files for the MinGW development
environment. This may take a short while.
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Configuring BT demo program

The mingw32-make command can now be used to compile the BT demo program.
This warning which appears is caused from the MS SDK-Library and can be ignored
because it has no effect to the functionality.

Running the Make command on the console.

The src folder in the Source directory (application directory) now contains a file called
btdemo.exe. This file cannot be run in this folder because it needs program libraries
which have to be in the same folder. You can therefore copy the file into the Source
BT-Demoapplication  bin folder where you will find the program libraries.

5.8.6

Source code for BT demo program
You will find the source code for the demo program on the CD-ROM in the Source BTDemoapplication directory in the src sub-directory in the main.cpp file. Documentation for
the source code is described directly in the code and is not detailed here.
The CD in the directory of Source BT-Demoapplication contains the following source files:
►

application
► src
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 CMakeLists.txt (CMake uses this file to create the Makefiles.)
 main.cpp
► CMakeLists.txt (CMake uses this file to create the Makefiles.)

5.9

►

bin (OBEX-FTP libraries for running the demo program)

►

libraries (libraries which are linked with the demo program)

Preparing the emotach and emotachDirect for
declaration via image service
Before electronic communication (transfer of images) will function between the emotach
and emotachDirect image server, both sides first have to be prepared and/or data must be
available.
Preparing emotachDirect
Once the emotachDirect application has been installed, with the exception of the
configuration data, the database is empty. The application is not yet detecting vehicles. The
user must now first fill the database with his or her data. This step has already been
performed for the development kit and data is provided as the database backup in the DBBackup folder where it is called DB_Backup.bak. A description of the content of this
database can be found under5.7.2. Section 4.2 from [2] describes how a backup is loaded.
The database is to be replaced instead of being merged.
Without this backup database, the vehicle owner would first configure a user. The data for
this (user name and password) can be obtained from the Directorate General of Customs
([1] section 6.3.1). The owner would then record the vehicle in the application, for example
using a declaration job for this vehicle. The vehicle owner would then assign the vehicle
recorded to the user produced and obtain a declaration job for the vehicle from the
Directorate General of Customs using the web service ([1] section 4.3.4). The application
would place the job obtained in the database. This has all already been done for the
database supplied.
In order to allow for communication with the customer application, an FTP server and the
emotachDirect web services must be installed as described in [2] section 6.
For safety reasons we would recommend that the vehicle owner installs these components
(FTP server and IIS) on a PC in a DMZ because it must be possible for this PC to be
accessed from the Internet when operating. When developing the customer application, a
connection to the Internet is not compulsory, the PC containing the customer application
should simply be able to access the emotachDirect web services.
These emotachDirect web services can be addressed using a wsclient.exe test application
which is located in the emotachDirect's installation package in the webserviceclient
directory (see [2] section 6.2). This allows the connection to be checked, declaration jobs to
be obtained and messages to be sent.
The vehicle owner now configures the declaration service in the emotachDirect application
and starts the service ([2] section 3.3). By the time the configured scan interval has expired
at the latest, the declaration service uses SSH FTP to place the declaration job obtained
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from the database in the web service server's data storage area. The vehicle owner uses a
"Bluetooth-Image" job to a write a chipcard "Private Konfiguration" (private configuration)
with the BT configuration explaining how the emotach can communicate with the customer
application ([1] section 4.1.5.2). In order to produce this card, you need some information
which is described below.
The BT address of the separate Bluetooth adapter can be found using the device manager.
The device manager features a Bluetooth Radios point which once expanded lists the
Bluetooth adapters. The Eigenschaften (Characteristics) can be used to query the BT
address using the Erweitert (Extended) menu. The BT address must consist only of the
signs of A-F (in capitals) and the numbers 0-9, and must be 12 characters long.
You can select your own PIN. Please make a note of the PIN selected because you will
need it again in a later stage.
The Server-Neustart (Server restart) and Automatischer Start (Automatic start) flags
should be set to Ja (Yes). Please refer to chapter 4.1.1.1 for the precise meaning of the
Server restart flag. Automatic start means that the service is started straight after the card
has been processed.

Note
Chip card images can also be saved as a file (image). For more details, see [1], section
4.2.2.

An overview of the private configuration, see [1] in chapter 4.1.5.

Preparing emotach
The emotach is started up and supplied filled with data as described under 5.7.2. The
chipcard "Private Konfiguration" (private configuration) produced with the "Bluetooth-Image"
job must be loaded on the emotach and processed.
Chapter 5.5 contains a description of how the emotach is operated and therefore how to
manually start the service.
Both sides are now prepared for communication.
In order to now undertake communication according to chapter 3.2, the developer has at his
or her disposal a web service test client ([2] in section 6.2) and a BT demo program
(chapter 5.8.4).

5.10

Function test
A brief function test is provided below. This function test is described without preparations
or configurations. The description of the service can be found in chapter 3.2.

1.

Use the test client web service to get the declaration job from the image server via the
GetEmptyImage web service
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2.

Use the BT demo program to establish the connection to the emotach and transmit the
image to the emotach

3.

Have declaration job processed by the emotach

4.

Use the test client web service to transmit the declaration message obtained by the
BT demo program to the image server via the PutDeklImage web service.

The emotachDirect will now obtain and display the declaration message after a configured
time.
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6 Points of contact
You can e-mail the Directorate General of Customs using the following address if you have
any questions, suggestions or criticisms: bt-services@ezv.admin.ch
The latest edition of this document, as well as additional information is available on the
website http://www.emotach.ch/bt-services.
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7 Annex
7.1

Terms and abbreviations
BSD licence
The Berkeley Software Distribution licence is a licence for free software developed by
the University of California, Berkeley.
BT
Bluetooth
DMZ
Demilitarised Zone network location for servers which are to be accessible both
internally and externally
DUN
Bluetooth profile, Dial-Up Networking profile
emotach
Onboard unit for the HVF
emotachDirect
Vehicle owner software
ETX
End of Text – control character marking the end of a message
FTP
File Transfer Profile
GAP
Bluetooth profile, Generic Access Profile
GOEP
Bluetooth profile, General Object Exchange Profile
GPGSA
NMEA data record, SA=satellites active – contains the number of the satellites used
and information about the accuracy values (DOP)
GPRMC
NMEA data record, Recommended Minimum Sentence C – recommended minimum
NMEA data record
GPS
Global Positioning System - a satellite-based navigation system
HVF
Heavy Vehicle Fee
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HMI
Human Machine Interface
L2CAP
Bluetooth protocol, Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol
LGPL
The Lesser General Public Licence is a licence developed by the Free Software
Foundation for free software.
NMEA
National Marine Electronics Association
NMEA-0183 Standard
Transfer standard in the maritime world for providing other devices with navigation data
OBEX
Object Exchange
SDAP
Service Discovery Application Profile
SOH
Start of Heading – control character marking the start of a sequence of bytes
SPP
Bluetooth profile, Serial Port Profile
SSH FTP
FTP via Secure Shell
STX
Start of Text – control character marking the start of a message

7.2
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